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ABSTRACT

Many polymeric membranes are produced by phase inversion technique

invented by Loeb and Sourirajan in 1962. One of the most challenging problems in

membrane industry is to produce membranes with desirable structural characteristics

which cause best performance for a specific application. The solution of this problem is

facilitated by the development of mathematical models.

The polymeric membrane formation process is a complicated process due to

phase separation, simultaneous heat and mass transfer mechanisms controlled by

complex thermodynamic and transport properties of polymer solutions. In this work, a

fully predictive mathematical model developed by Alsoy (1998) was used to describe

the mechanisms of membrane formation by dry casting method. Model equations

consist of coupled unsteady state heat and mass transfer equations, film shrinkage as

well as complex boundary conditions especially at polymer gas interface. A key

component of the model is incorporation of multicomponent diffusion coefficients that

consist of thermodynamic factors and self-diffusivities. The predictions from the model

provide composition paths, temperature and thickness of the membrane. The beginning

of phase transition was determined when compositions paths were plotted on the phase

diagram. The model was applied to cellulose acetate/acetone/water system which is

commonly used for asymmetric membrane formation. The model was used as a tool to

optimize membrane formation process by investigating the effect of gas phase

conditions, initial thickness and composition of the cast solution on the final membrane

structure.

The predictive ability of the model was evaluated by comparison with the data

obtained from gravimetric measurements. Structural studies were conducted using

scanning electron microscopy. Also, the permeability of prepared membranes to water

vapor was measured using steady state technique. Both experimental and predicted

results indicated that morphologies ranging from dense nonporous to asymmetric ones,

in which a dense skin layer is supported by a porous layer, can be obtained with dry cast

technique.



oz

Polimerik membranlann c,:ogu Loeb \Ie Sourirajan tarafll1dan 1962' de blll L1llan

"faz ay rIl111" yontemiyle Liretilmektedir. Membran endListrisindeki hedef. oze! i~lemlel(k

kullanlma uyglln yaplda yUksek performanslJ membranlann Liretilmesidir. BlI (J nile"

ula~J1masl i~in matematik modeller geli~tirilmektedir.

Membran olu~umu; faz donLi~timLi. \Ie polimer ~ozeltilerinin k(Jrnl~l:;'lk

termodinamik-ta~lI1lm ozellikleri tmafll1dan kontrol edilen q zamanll ISI ve ktitle i ietJI11

mekanizmalan nedeniyle zor bir i~lemdir, Bu projede. kuru doklim metodu ile men br,lll

olu~um mekanizmasll1l tanlmlamak amaclyla Alsoy (1998) taraClI1elan geli~tirile 1 hiI'

matematik model kullanJ1ml$tlr. Model. yatl$kll1 olmayan durum i~in yazliml', Id
boyutlu ISI \Ie kLitle iletimini. film bLizLilmesini ve polimer-hava ara ylizeyindcki Slim

ko~ullanl1l tanlllllayan denklemlerden olu$maktadlr. Modelin en onemli kl~ mlill

termodinamik ~arpanlardan ve oz yaYll1lmdan oIu$an ~ok bilqenli yaYll1lm kats<l :llarl

olu~turmaktacllr. Model . membran i~erisindeki deri~im dagJ1lmlannl. men bran

kaIlI1lJglnl \e slcaklJgll1l ongbrebill1lekteelir. Deri$im degi~jmlerinin faz di:'a~ 1',1III I

tizerinde gasterilmesiyle faz danti~timlintin ba~langlcl da belirlenebilir. [v10 lei ill

uygulanmasl ic,:in. membran oIu$umunda tipik olmak kullanJ1an seltiloz asetat/a:,ct,'n SII

li~li.isti ornek sistem almak seyilmi~tir. Gaz fazl ko~ul!annll1. daklim <;azeltisini 1 j 11\

kalll11lg1l11n \'e deri~imlerinin, membran yapisl lizerindeki etkileri incelenerek. III )elL'!

membran olu$L1mun optimize edilmesi amaclyla kullanJ1ml$tlr.

Madelin ongarLim yeteneginin dcgerlenclirilmesincle gra\'imetril-: bl<;LiIllI.rlkll

elde edilen \'eriler kullanJ1ml$tlr. Membran yapJ1an taramall elektron mikroskol'u ill
incelenmi$tir, Bunlann yanll1da. haZlrlanan mel1lbranlann su buhan gec;irgcnl kkrl

yatl$kll1 kO$lIllar altll1da alytilmti$ti.ir. . lodel \'e deneysel sonu<;lan. gazenekl hil

yapll1l11 destck sagladlgl yogun ytizey tabakasl i~eren asil1letrik. \'c a\'nl !'an amLI

gozenel-:siz \e yogun morfolojil-: ozellil-:lere sahip membranlann. kuru eli kilnl

yontemiyle tiretilebilecegini gostermektedir.
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CHAPTER!

INTRODUCTION

After the development of asymmetric membranes by Loeb and Sourirajan in

1962, polymeric membranes have achieved commercial importance in many separation

applications in the chemical, food, pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries.

Asymmetric membranes consist of a thin selective surface skin layer supported

by a highly permeable non selective layer which provides mechanical strength. The

majority of asymmetric membranes are produced by phase inversion process. The phase

inversion process can be achieved through four principle methods: the dry cast, wet

cast, thermal cast and vapor induced processes. The major challenge in all these

processes IS to fom! defect free, high permeability and high selectivity membrane

structures.

The functional behavior of polymeric membranes is closely related to the

membrane formation mechanism. Slight changes in the membrane production process

can greatly influence the final membrane morphology. Therefore, mathematical models

are needed to predict the formation of membranes and to choose the best membrane

fabrication recipes giving optimum, desired membrane structures. In this way, extensive

and time consuming trial and error experimentation is avoided.

Most of the models in the literature have been developed for the wet cast and

thermal cast processes. In this study, membrane formation by dry casting method was

modeled. The dry cast process is characterized by evaporation of solvent and/or

nonsolvent from an initially homogeneous polymer solution. As a result of the

evaporation, the polymer solution becomes unstable and it is phase separated into

polymer lean and polymer rich phases. The final membrane thickness is usually a

fraction of the initial cast film thickness.

There have been several modeling studies in the literature which, most of them

are related to the evaporation and immersion steps of the immersion precipitation

technique. However, there are limited studies on the dry casting technique.

In this study, a model originally derived for multicomponent drying of polymer

solutions (Alsoy 1998) was used to predict the membrane formation by dry casting



method. The model consists of coupled heat and mass transfer equations. film shrinkage

and boundary conditions. The complexity or the model equations is decreased by !Ising

a volume averaged reference frame in mass transfer equations and assuming tlI<.lI

temperature gradients in the solution and substrate are negligible. The latter assllm,ltivll

is based on the fact that resistance to heat transfer in the gas phase is much greater thall

that in the solution and the substrate. The model can predict temperature and thicl Ill'S:-

or the membrane as well as the compositions of each component in the casting SOil [i(ln,

The onset of phase separation and the morphology of the tinal mcmbrane structl I'l' i;.

predicted \vhen the composition paths are plotted on the phase diagrams. The teln<ll'\

phase diagrams \'vere predicted using the Flory-Huggins thermodynamic theun 1\ ItiJ

constant intel'action parameters. The key component of the model is incorporati( 11 (li

llluiticomponent diffusion theory which predicts multicomponent ditlusivitics 1'1'( '/11

a\ailable sel f di ffusion and thermodynamic data.

The model \vas applied to the \\ell characterized cellulose acetate/acetone', aiel

system and soh'ed numerically using finite difference technique, To facilitate num\ l'i\·;l1

solution. moving boundary was immobilized using an appropriate cOl)rd n;ltl'

transformation and nonuniform grid size distribution \\'as applied to estimate: h;ll')1

concentration gradients accurately,

The model was used to investigate the effect of initial composition and thicl ill'S;'

01" the casting solution. e\'aporation conditions (ti-ee or forced convcction) and rcllli\ ('

humidity on the tina! membrane structure,

The experimental aspect of the thesis consists of three parts. First. the validity ul

the lllodel was cOlltirmed using the measurement of total evaporation rate by monit<lritlg

the overall mass change as a function of time. Second. the morphology of the I,rel ,lied

membranes \\as investigated using scanning electron microscope pictures. Fill<llh. Ih\

\\ater \'apor permeability and density of membranes were measured .

. m I 'ie



CHAPTER 2

BASIC CONCEPTS OF MEMBRANES

Membranes are the materials used in separation processes as a selective

barrier between two phases. In principle, the aim is to permeate the selected components

(permeate) of a phase and reject the undesired ones (retentate). The separation may

occur under a variety of driving forces (pressure, concentration, electrical, etc.), and a

variety of continuos flows as shown in Figure 2.1.

:~ ~:R1it~t ~F

"'F

..- M..-
co-current flow

",P
P

cross flow

dead end flow

: ~====..-==~====~;:
counter-current flow

completely mixed flow

F
M=Membrane
F= Feed
P= Permeate
R= Retentate

S= Sweep

Figure 2.1. Types of ideal continuos flows used in membranes operations.

The thickness of a membrane may vary in the order of nanometers to

centimeters (Strathmann 1986). Therefore, instead of a single membrane layer,

membrane modules such as; hollow fiber, p1ate-and-frame and spiral wound, are

preferred for separation process~s.

The separation characteristics of membranes are determined by the structure,

i.e., dimension distribution, network of pores, thickness of dense skin layer and the

interaction of membrane with the components separated. Desirable properties of a

membrane typically include (Strathmann 1999); high selectivity, high permeability,

mechanical and thermal stability, chemical resistance, low fouling rate and low cost.

Permeability can be defined as the flux of permeating' substance per unit of driving

force and membrane thickness. Whereas, the selectivity can be defined as the ratios of



the components in the upstream to those in the downstream. The permeability of a

membrane can be increased by increasing the surface area of a membrane. However, the

selectivity can only be increased for a specific membrane by multi stage processes

which lead to an increase in the operating costs (Rautenbach and Albrecht 1989).

2.1. Membrane processes

The use of membranes in separation processes are very broad. Applications

range from gas separation process in a refinery to a hemodialysis operations in hospital.

In general, membrane based separation processes are classified as: reverse osmosis,

ultrafiltration, micro filtration, gas permeation, pervaporation, dialysis, osmOSIS and

electrodialysis. The classification is done according. to the membrane material and

structure, driving force, method of separation and range of .application. The basic

properties of these processes are presented in Table 2.1 (Strathmann 1986).

Table 2.1. Membrane type, driving force and method of separation III membrane

separation processes (Strathmann 1986).

Separation Processes Membrane typeDriving ForceMethod of Separation

Microfiltration

Symmetric membranesHydrostatic pressureSieving mechanism

0.1 to 10 !lm pore radius.

difference 0.1 to 1 bar

Ultrafiltration

Asymmetric membranesHydrostatic pressureSieving mechanism

1 to 10 nm

difference 0.5 to 5 bar

Reverse Osmosis

Asymmetric membranesHydrostatic pressure 20Solution-diffusion

to 100 bar

mechanism

Dialysis

Symmetric membranesConcentration gradientDiffusion in convection

0.1 to 10 nm

free layer

Electrodialysis

Cation and anionElectrical potentialElectrical charge and size

exchange membranes

gradientof particle

2.2 Membrane materials

Polymers and ceramICS are widely used as membrane materials. Commercial

separationsare usually dominated by polymeric membranes due to their cost efficiency

and performance. However, ceramic membranes are preferred for high temperature

applicationsdue to their thermal stability at higher temperatures. Typical polymers and
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ceramICS used in membrane fabrication are shown in Table 2.2. Among these materials,

cellulose acetate and triacetate are the most popular ones used in reverse osmosis, ultra

filtration and gas permeation processes (Rautenbach and Albrecht 1989).

Table 2.2. Polymers and ceramics used as membranes materials.

cellulose 3-acetate, cellulose nitrate

Polyamide, polysulphone, polycarbonate,

polyetheylene,

Polymers

Modified natural

Synthetic

cellulose acetate, cellulose 2-acetate,

Inorganic and ceramICS Porous glass, graphite oxide, Zr02, Al203

2.3. Membrane structures

The structure of a membrane is characterized by fraction of dense and porous

layers, the shape and size of the pores as well as the pore size distribution. Cross

sections of different membrane morphologies are shown in Figure 2.2 (Kools 1998).

dense or homogeneous cylindirical pores

~ ,,:;"" •.••~ ,I •
...•...• '.,. ....'{'""" r'.:':('-':.1-..•':-"';. .:.•..:: .•.
. ~ . "'"' ~', . ~ . ~ . '\.. )-

t~\>fi.'!t~~i~'~'.~
dense and porous layers of

same material:

integrally skinned

.1. 0' • • • • • , • -. • •• ~. ••... . . . . •. . . . . . '" ~.~.

'H .l..J ~•.•...•. , J ''''~~_\\(·:1511 ~ ''''''-:,,',j}
••..••'\ "", . '" •.••,. r'" •.••.(,
,.'~ .( ~..•.\-.r·.•.."-: ...• ~ .• '. :- •.. -#t}:.:{.< ;:-""':. ~: ..•... :;:- ;.•~ ~f,..".~,...4>-' ~. ....". '\A 1 :......L"",-1 A'1 .•......••.•

porous layer and dense layer of
a different materia!:

composite

polymer A polymer B 0 pore

Figure 2.2. Cross sections of different membrane morphologies (Kools 1998).
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The asymmetric membranes offer more advantages than the symmetric ones, therefore,

they constitute a major place in separation processes. An asymmetric membrane can be

defined as a structure in which two or more different morphological planes are observed

under a scanning electron microscope as shown in Figure 2.3. The selectivity of the

membrane is determined by dense thin skin layer and the mechanical strength is

provided by thick porous layer. The thickness of the skin layer may vary between 0.1

and I 11m and the porous sublayer can be as thick as 200 11m. The fraction of dense top

layer and porous sublayer and the other structural characteristics of the membrane

should be optimized based on the specific applications, desired purity of the permeate

and operating costs.

Porous

Sublayer

Figure 2.3. SEM picture of an asymmetric membrane (Altena 1982).

The transport mechanism within membranes is mainly determined by

morphology of the membrane. In a dense membrane, the separation can oCCLironly by

solution diffusion mechanism. In porous membranes, however, in addition to molecular

sieving, Knudsen diffusion and convective flow can contribute to the separation

mechanism (Zolandz and Fleming 1992).

2.4.Membrane manufacturing techniques

Polymeric membranes. can be produced by several techniques such as phase

inversion, sintering, stretching and track etching. Asymmetric membranes with

desirable stmctural features are obtained by phase inversion techniques. The phase

inversion can be achieved through four principal methods and they will be discussed in

detail in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

THERMODYNAMICS OF POLYMER SOLUTIONS
•

AND

PHASE INVERSION TECHNIQUES'

The use of membranes were limited until Loeb and Sourirajan introduced the

"phase inversion" technique in 1962. Since that time, the phase inversion teclmique

became the most popular method to prepare polymeric membranes with asymmetric

structures.

In phase inversion techniques, a homogeneous polymer solution consisting of

solvent(s) and nonsolvent(s) is cast on a support and then evaporation of the casting

solution takes place under convective conditions. During evaporation, the solution

becomes thermodynamically unstable and phase separates into polymer lean and

polymer rich phases. The polymer rich phase forms the matrix of the membrane, while,

the polymer lean phase, rich in solvents and nonsolvents, fills the pores. After the

polymer solidifies, the liquid in the pores is extracted.

SOLVENT NONSOLVENT

;!b h 0111 SOE::::~ON~ . .----~- c) Quenching
SUPPORT Annealing

a) Preparation b) Casting + Evaporation

Figure 3.1. Basic steps in phase inversion techniques.

Basedon the external effects, the phase inversion techniques can be classified into four

mamgroups.

1. Immersion Precipitation (Wet casting)

2. Vapor induced phase separation

3. Thermally induced phase separation

4. Dry - casting (Air casting)

The theoretical treatment of membrane formation process by phase inversion

techniqueconsists of both thermodynamic and kinetic aspects. The composition and the



temperature at which the system becomes unstable are governed by thermodynamics

whereas the rate of formation of phases and the mass transfer in the solution is a kinetic

phenomena. The mechanism of asymmetric structure formation through phase

separation is a rather complex phenomena and is altered by thermodynamic condition of

the system during phase separation.

To make comment on the basic structures of the membrane formed, the phase

diagram of the system needs to be constructed and the kinetic aspect must be coupled

with the thermodynamic aspect of the system. Therefore, before going into details of

phase inversion techniques, the thermodynamic of binary and ternary solutions will be

discussed.

3.1. Phase behavior of polymer solutions

3.1.1. Phase behaviour of binary polymer solutions

A solution consisting of a polymer in a solvent or in a mixture of solvents can

exhibit either single or multiple phases at particular composition and temperature

ranges. The presence of single or multiple phases is mainly detelmined by the shape of

the Gibbs free energy curve as a function of composition. It is known from basic

thennodynamic knowledge that at equilibrium the free energy change is minimum.

Although, it is not the only condition, the free energy change upon mixing must be

negativeto obtain a single homogeneous phase in a solution. This is illustrated in Figure

3.2, in which the free energy change curve is negative and concave upwards for all

compositions of A and B components.

A

Q

Figure 3.2. Free energy curve versus composition for a binary mixture.
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If two mixtures with compositions XS,1 and XS,2 are mixed with an appropriate ratio, a

solution can be obtained with a composition of XS,M. The mixture will have a free

energy value of Q, located on the curve, which is lower than the sum of the free

energies value given by Q+. Q is lower than Q+; therefore there is an increase in free

energy by separating a mixture with composition XS,M indicating that a homogeneous

solution with composition XS,M is thermodynamically stable. In fact, the mixtures

showing such a concave upwards free energy change curve is homogeneous at all

compositions.

In Figure 3.3-a, although the free energy change is negative for all compositions,

unlike the curve in Figure 3.2, it is concave downwards between the compositions XS,1

and XB,2. The free energy of the mixture may vary along the curve between points Q' and

Q". The solution with a composition between XS,l and XS,2 will have higher free energy

than that of phase separated mixtures of these compositions. As a result a solution with

in this composition range is not thermodynamically favored and will separate into two

phases of composition XS,1 and XS,2'

The slope of the tangent line to both of the points Q' and Q" is equal to the first

derivativeof the change of free energy with composition. Using moles rather than mole

fractions,it can be expressed as equation 3.1.

a6G

an
B n=nB.l

Fromthe definition of chemical potential,

n=nB.2

(3.1)

6Ji; - ~(6GM JRT an; RT ...
nJ.)~1

(3.2)

equations3.3 and 3.4 are obtained, which states that the phases with mole fractions XS,l

andXB,2 are at equilibrium with each other.

I 2
JiA = JiA

"I _ ,,2rB - rB

(3.3)

(3.4)

In Figure 3.3-a, there are two inflection points between the points 1 and 2. The

line between the points Q'-i and Q"-P" are still concave upwards and is called the

9



metastable region, while the line between P' and pOI corresponds to unstable two phase

regIOn.

toG t -+ XB

XB,I XB)
A

XB,4 XB,2

(a)

Single Phase Region

Critical
Point

Two Phase Region

..Binodal

(b)

!Till ~~ ~

• composition XB,2 D composition XB,I

Figure 3.3. (a) Free energy curve and (b) Phase diagram for a binary system and

possible structure formation in different parts of the phase diagram.

The points of inflection are determined by the second derivative of the free energy with

respectto composition.

a!1j..iA _ a!1j..iB _ 0------
aXB OxB

(3.5)

(3.6)

In a typical binary phase diagram, the line called binodal forms the outer border

of two phase region. Any two points on the binodal connected by a line correspond to

compositionsin two different phases that are in equilibrium. So at any temperature,

10



equilibrium compositions are determined by solving equation 3.3 or 3.4. Spinodal line

fonus a border between metastable and unstable two phase regions and it is calculated

from the solution of equation 3.6. The binodal and spinodal lines coincide at a point

called the critical point, which is found by solving

a3 I:!.G--=0 (3.7)
ax~

At any temperature above the critical point, mixtures exhibit a single phase at all

compositions.

In unstable region, the solution phase separates spontaneously into two small

interconnected phases with compositions of XB,I and XB,2 . This is called the spinodal

decomposition. In metastable region the solution is stable against separation into phases

of neighboring compositions. Therefore, unlike spinodal decomposition, no spontaneous

demixing occurs in this region and separation takes place by nucleation and growth

mechanism (Beltsios et al. 1999). The formation of a new phase can only start after a

stable nucleus is formed. In the polymer lean phase within the range of XB,1 and XB,3,

the polymer rich nuclei is formed with a composition of XB,2. In contrast, between the

compositions of XB,4 and XB,2, a polymer lean nuclei with a composition of XB,1 is

formed in the polymer rich phase. A homogeneous solution can enter the unstable

region directly through the critical point or by crossing the metastable region.

Therefore, generally, a solution must pass through the metastable region to enter the

unstable area. Wijmans and Smolders (1986) proposed a hypothesis that, the spinodal

composition has no role in membrane formation, since the nucleation and growth

mechanismwhich occurs in the metastable region is faster than the rate of mass transfer

in the solution.

3.1.2.Phase behaviour of ternary polymer solutions

The phase diagram of a ternary system can be represented on a equilateral

triangleas in Figure 3.4. Any point on this triangle represent a composition and the sum

of the perpendicular distances from this point to all sides is unity. The comers of the

trianglecorrespond to pure components whereas the points on the sides of the triangle

representthe binary mixtures. The ternary phase diagrams also include binodal and

spinodallines, critical point, single phase, two phase and metastable regions.
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c

Spinodal

A

Single phase region

Metastable region

Two phase region

Figure 3.4. Sketch of change of Gibbs free energy surface for a ternary solution

and ternary phase diagram.

3.2.Construction of ternary phase diagrams

The analyses on the construction of phase diagrams of ternary polymer solutions

havebeendone by Tompa (1956), Altena (1982), Yilmaz and McHugh (1986a).

Tampa (1956) simplified the binodal, spinodal and critical' point equations for

ternarysystems by assuming that polymer-solvent and polymer-nonsolvent interaction

parametersas well as molar volumes of solvent and non solvent are the same,

12



(3.8)where i * j

AItena (1982) presented the binodal and spinodal equations with concentration

dependent interaction parameters and studied the effect of interaction parameters on the

shape of the phase diagrams. He has predicted the binodal only near the critical point.

Yilmaz and McHugh (1986a) have investigated the effect of constant and

variable interaction parameters and the molecular weight of the polymer on the phase

diagram. They have tabulated concentration dependent interaction parameters of

solvent-nonsolvent and solvent-polymer pairs for variety of systems, including CA,

acetone and water. As an important conclusion they have pointed out that solvent

polymer interaction parameter has a critical role in predicting the phase diagrams of

polymer solutions.

In all these studies, Flory-Huggins thermodynamic theory was used to predict

chemical potential of components. The main feature of this model is that it neglects the

effects of interaction energies on the entropy of mixing and uses a lattice model to count

the configurations of the system. Furthermore, it neglects the free volume effects and

doesnot apply to dilute systems.

According to Flory-Huggins theory, the Gibbs free energy expressIOn for

multicomponent mixtures is given as follows (Tompa, 1956) :

t1GM

RT = In; In¢; + IXij¢;¢j .Im;n;

Usingconstant interaction parameters, this expression reduces to the following form.

(3.9)

inwhich 1,2 and 3 refer to nonsolvent, solvent and polymer respectively.

The thermodynamic equations for ternary systems based on the Flory-Huggins

theory with variable interaction parameters are presented by Yilmaz (1986a). Using

equation 3.2, and constant interaction parameters the chemical potential of the 3

componentsfor constant interaction parameters can be expressed as follows:

(3.10)

(3.11 )

(3.12)
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At equilibrium the chemical potential of the components in two phases must be equal to

each other.

where

and

The spinodal equation for a ternary system is given in equation 3.16.

G22G33 = (G23)2

( 8!:JlJ M J = !:J.Jl2 _ !:J.JlI8¢z T,P,'h Vz VI

(8!:J.GM J = !:J.Jl3 _ /::"JlI8rA T,P'¢2 v3 VI

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

Using equations 3.17 through 3.19 each term in equation 3.16 can be expressed as:

G 1 VI22 =-+---2XIZ
¢I vz¢z

(3.21)

(3.22)
1 VI

G33 =-+---2X13
¢1 V3¢3

The point at which the binodal and spinodal curves coincide can be calculated by

solvingequations 3.23 and 3.16 simultaneously.

(3.23)

where

(3.24)

(3.25)
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G233 = ¢12

3.3. Method of computation for the construction of ternary phase diagram

(3.26)

(3.27)

In typical binary and ternary phase diagrams the compositions of the phases in

equilibrium are shown by the tie line. The ends of this line are l~cated on the binodal

curve. Therefore, the combination of the tie lines gives the binodal. Arranging

equations 3.13 through 3.15 and using material balance in both phases, the tie lines can

be calculated by solving following set of equations.

;]"JL. - ;]"JL./F. = . ',r "
I RT

3

F4 =1-L¢;,/
;;1

3

Fs =1- L¢;,r
;;1

i = 1,2,3 (3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

The choice of one of the volume fractions In one of the phases as the

independent variable leads to a system of 5 equations with 5 unknowns.

To construct the phase diagram, an appropriate objective function given by

equation 3.31 was minimized using least square method (Hsu and Prausnitz 1973,

Altena 1982, Yilmaz 1986).

OBJ ~ L:( LI,u;R~/,u;J

The difficulties in computation have extensively been explained by Altena

(1982) and Yilmaz (1986). Similar problems were also observed in this study. Due to

the nature of polymer-non solvent interaction, the polymer concentration in the polymer-

lean phase (¢3,/ ) approaches to zero for most of the equilibrium points. Yilmaz (1986)

has reported ¢3,/ as low as 10,30. Within this region, the routine sometimes assumes a

negative value for the polymer volume fraction, and it can cause the program to stop

becauseof the logarithmic operation in the chemical potential expression.
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To overcome this problem, the polymer volume fraction was assumed to be zero

in the polymer lean phase. This reduces the chemical potential equations 3.10 and 3.11

for the polymer lean phase to equations 3.32 and 3.33.

(3.32)

(3.33)

The choice one of the compositions as the independent variable in conjunction

with the material balance, reduces the number of unknowns to three. For example, if

one of the components in the polymer lean phase is chosen as the independent variable

the functions to be minimized become as follows:

~.j.1'/ - ~II.
F. = " r',r

, RT

)

F) =1- L¢i,r
i=1

i = 1,2 (3.34)

(3.35)

Near the critical point region, where the composition differences are not large,

the routine can equate the volume fractions of the pairs in both phases. In order to avoid

such a trivial solution, Hsu and Prausnitz (1973) modified the objective function into

the fonn

(~ _ ~ )2 (RT)-2
OBJ = L f.1i,/ f.1i,r r

i (¢i,/-¢i,J
(3.36)

where the value of r was recommended as 2 or 4. Yilmaz and McHugh(1986) have

noted that, introducing such a penalty function has slightly improved their

computationalproblems.

The calculation of the tie lines was started from near the polymer-nonsolvent

lineand proceeded through the critical point. The volume fraction of one component in

one of the equilibrium phase was used as the initial guess in the calculation of the next

tie line. So, in case the first tie line is calculated properly, the routine runs without any

userinput guess.

The number of unknowns in the spinodal equation are reduced to one by using

material balance and choosing one of the volume fractions in one phase as the

independentvariable. Computational method for the spinodal line is similar to that used

forthebinodalline.
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The critical or plait point was calculated by solving equations 3.16 and 3.23.

This point was also approached as the distance between the end points of the tie line

decreased. All equations used in constructing the ternary phase diagrams are nonlinear

in nature and they were solved by using an IMSL routine called DNEQNF. The

program codes written in Fortran were given in the Appendix.

3.4. Phase inversion techniques

3.4.1. Thermally induced phase separation (TIPS)

In TIPS process, a homogeneous polymer solution, comprising a solvent or a

mixture of solvents and nonsolvents, is phase separated by lowering the temperature of

the cast solution. Refening to Figure 3.3, when the temperature of the mixture is

lowered below the critical point temperature, then the solution passes through the

binodal curve and enters the metastable region (Witte et al. 1996). If the polymer is

amorphous, microporous structures can be obtained by liquid-liquid phase separation

followed by the gelation of the polymer (Laxminarayan et al. 1994). For semi

crystalline polymer, crystallization combined with liquid-liquid phase separation are

responsiblefor structure formation (Caneba and Soong 1985).

3.4.2.Immersion Precipitation (Wet casting)

The first asymmetric membranes manufactured for reverse osmosis applications

were produced using immersion precipitation technique by Loeb and Sourirajan in

1962. Since then, both experimental and modeling efforts in the area of asymmetric

membraneformation have been focused on this technique. The analysis of immersion

precipitationprocess is more complicated than the TIPS process, since the system is a

ternarymixture.

The principal steps of immersion precipitation can be summarized as follows:

1. The preparation of the polymer solution consisting of a polymer and a solvent

and/ora nonsolvent.

2. Castingof the homogeneous solution on a glass, metal or nonwoven textile fabric.

3. Evaporationstep

4. Immersionof the cast solution into a nonsolvent bath
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5. Extraction of the solvent and nonsolvent from the membrane and further treatment

such as annealing.

In Table 3.1 a recipe for the production of cellulose acetate membrane by immersion

precipitation method is given (Rautenbach and Albrecht 1989).

In wet casting technique, the structure and performance of the membrane is

mainly controlled by immersion step. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, during an immersion

step, casting solvent diffuses into the nonsolvent bath and counter-currently, nonsolvent

in the bath penetrates into the polymer solution.' Therefore, complex diffusion

phenomena play an important role on the final structure.

For a specific polymer, solvent and nonsolvent, the morphology of the

membrane, and consequently, separation characteristics, can be altered by changing

concentration in the casting solution, evaporation time and conditions as well as

temperature and composition in the bath.

Table 3.1. Recipe of a cellulose acetate membrane by immersion precipitation method.

(Rautenbach and Albrecht 1989).

Casting Solution

Precipitation Agent

Process Stage

Cellulose acetate 22.2%

Acetone

66.7%

Water

10.0%

Mg(CI04)2

1.1%

Water Casting temperature

°
-7.5 to -16 C

°Evaporation temperature
-7.5 to -16 C

Evaporation time

3 min
°Gel bath temperature

1-5 C

Annealing temperature

77-83°C

Annealing time

5 min

NS bath
nonsolvent

Polymer+
Solvent

Figure 3.5. Schematic representation of the immersion step.
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It was proposed that two types of demixing process, delayed and instantaneous

precipitation, can take place in the immersed solution (Reuvers and Smolders 198~). In

delayed precipitation, the demixing process does not occur at the instant of precipit ttion

and the membrane is formed with a thick. dense skin and a sponge-type structure i 1 the

sublayer. Such membranes can be used in gas separation application where high

selectivity is desired. In contrast, in the instantaneous precipitation. the dem xing

process starts at the instant of precipitation. which yields a thin skin layer over a h'ghl)

porous layer. If the defects in the thin skin caused by the strong nonsolvent int10\' can

be prevented. a very rapid precipitation may result in the formation of closely p8.:kecl

spheres and nodules in the top layer (Tsay and McHugh 1992. Wienk et a!. 1996 ).

The main discussion about immersion precipitation technique is the necessi ~y or

the evaporation step prior to immersion and its effects on final membrane Slru<Ime,

Based on the predicted composition paths shown in Figure 3.6: Tsay and Me] luglJ

(1992) proposed several structures produced by wet casting with and without Jriol

evaporation step. Pinnau and Koros (1993) noted that, the formation of ultrathin alld

defect free skin layer is not possible without a forced evaporation step. ~ ollle

experimental studies also suggest that an optimum evaporation time before quem hing

enhance the formation of defect free membranes with better separation charactel" slie~

(Pinnau and Koras J 99 J, Yamasaki et al. J 999).

3AJ. Vapor induced phase separation

In vapor induced phase separation technique, the polymer solution is r h"sc

separated by the penetration of the nonsolvent from the vapor phase. The studies OJ this

technique is fairly limited (Witte et a!. J 996). In this technique. the mass transler is

much more slower than that in the immersion precipitation technique. So a /lat

concentration profile is obtained in the final membrane which yields to a symn el ric

structure (Wijmans and Smolders. J 986). In addition, if the vapor phase is satu 'aled

with the solvent. the skin formation can also be obstructed. The pore dimensi( In i~

determined by the process parameters such as vapor pressure of the nonsolvent ancl

polymer concentration. The experimental studies indicate that the more pores C,IIl be

obtained with increasing relative humidity and decreasing polymer concenlr Ition

(Matsuyama et a!. J 999, Park et a!. J 999).
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Solvent

Nonsolvent Polymer

(a)

Membrane Processes

with or without evaporation step, no phase
transformation occurs before quenching step

I
CtoD

defect-free skin

finger sublayer

I
BtoC

I
defect-free skin

finger sublayer

with forced-convection evaporation, phase
transformation occurs before quenching step
(thin skin forms)

I
AtoB

defect-free skin

sponge sub layer

instantaneous

precipitation

defected skin

finger sublayer

I

delayed

precipitation

I
thick skin

sponge sublayer

(b)

Figure 3.6. (a) Ternary phase diagram and concentration paths during membrane

formation, (b) morphology-process relationship. (Reproduced from Tsay

and McHugh, 1992)

3.4.4. Dry casting (Air casting)

Dry casting method, the subject of this thesis, involves the evaporation of

solventand nonsolvent from a at least ternary solution to manufacture a porous

membrane.If the solvent used in the solution is more volatile than the nonsolvent, the
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concentration of solvent decreases rapidly and phase separation is achieved due to

fractional increase of the nonsolvent. Depending on the process conditions, dense,

symmetric and asymmetric membranes can be obtained.

GAS PHASE

........................SOLUTION- AIR
INTERFACE

Figure 3.7. Schematic of dry tasting method.

The mam parameters that affect the membrane characteristics can be

summarized as:

• type of solvents and nonsolvents ,

• molecular weight of the polymer,

• composition and thickness of the initial casting solution,

• initial temperature of the solution and atmosphere,

• rate of evaporation

A typical feature of this technique is the formation of a skin layer due to the fast

evaporation of solvent from the solution-air interphase. This will lead to the formation

of steep concentration gradients and an increase of polymer and nonsolvent

concentrations at the surface as illustrated in Figure 3.7. In addition, the shrinkage of

the film occurs due to solvent and nonsolvent loses. If the boiling point of the solvent is

low enough significant evaporative cooling effects can be observed (Greenberg et al.

1995).

A wide range of morphology can be obtained with the dry cast membrane

formationprocess. Main attempts were made on the investigation of the formation of

macrovoidsin the membrane. A number of hypotheses were proposed on the formation

of macrovoids (Shojaie et al. 1994b). It was stated that, a macrovoid can be formed

froma nuclei of a polymer-lean phase if the composition of the solution around the

nucleiis stable. In addition, the polymer molar volume was found to be the key factor
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for macrovoid formation. The experimental studies suggested that as the molar volume

of the polymer increases the formation of macro voids decreases and interconnected pore

structures can be obtained. On the contrary, the use of polymer with low molar volume

leads to macrovoid formation in the membrane with a impermeable skin layer (Zeman

and Fraser 1993).
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CHAPTER 4

DIFFUSION IN POLYMER SOLUTIONS

Diffusion in polymer solvent systems plays an important role in membrane

formation processes as well as in other polymer processing steps such as

devolatilization of residual solvents, formation of films, coatings etc. The fundamental

physical property required to design and optimize these processes is the mutual

diffusion coefficient, so, prediction of diffusion coefficients is crucial.

Several theories exist for predicting and correlating the diffusion coefficients of

small molecules in liquids and gases. However, these theories are not applicable for

polymer-solvent mixtures due to complex chain like structure of polymers. In contrast

to low molecular weight systems, the diffusivities in polymer solutions are strong

functionof temperature and composition.

Different formalisms, based on the free volume theory, have been developed to

predict self diffusion coefficients in polymer solvent systems. However, not self but

mutual diffusion coefficients are required in defining most processes of industrial

interest. Therefore, a few models have been proposed for relating the self diffusion

coefficientsto the mutual ones in multi component system.

In the first part of the chapter, the basis of free volume theory and then Vrentas

Duda(V rentas and Duda 1984) free volume theory will be outlined. In the second part,

the relationships between self and mutual diffusion coefficients in both binary and

ternarymixtures will be given.

4.1. Free-volume theory

The free volume theory was first introduced by Cohen and Turnbull in 1959

(Kuminsand Kwei 1968). In this theory, the small molecules are assumed as hard

spheres,and if one of the spheres moves in any direction and leaves a space behind it,

anothersphere may jump to this vacancy. Such displacements in a bulk of liquid result

indiffusivemotion. Hence, the difftlsion constant can be related to the average number

of jumps per unit time and the jump distance. According to this theory, diffusion



coefficient is proportional to the probability of finding a hole of sufficient size Jnd it IS

gin~.1 in equation 4.1.

[ r··]
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D,= Aexp -V-I-

I .+. I )

where r" is the mll1ImUm hole size into which molecule can Jump and r' 'i; IhL

ayerage hole free volume per sphere. The proportionality consmnt A. is related to th,' t'a~

kinetic \'elocity and y is the overlap factor to account for the ovcrlap bet\\cen tlCL'

yoillme elements.
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main focus of the next section.
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To describe the self diffusion coefficient of a single component in a binary

mixture, Vrentas and Duda modified equation 4.1 as follows:

[-rV;*]
D = DOl exp -_--

VFH
(4.2)

in which V;* is the critical molar free volume for a jumpir1g unit of species 1 to migrate

and Vm is the free volume per mole of all individual jumping units in the solution and

is given by the following equation.

where,

V- - VFH .

FH - [ CUI CU2]

--+--
Mlj M2j

(4.3)

VFH = average specific hole free volume per gram of mixture.

Mij = molecular weight of jumping unit of species i.

Combining equations 4.2 and 4.3 they derived following expression for solvent

self diffusion coefficient in polymer solution.

(4.4)

in which DOl is the pre-exponential factor, E is the activation energy required for a

jumpingunit to be free from its neighbors, f/;* is the specific critical hole free volume of

componenti required for ajump and ~ = V;; /fl2~ .

In equation 4.4, the critical point is the determination of the free volume of the

liquid. Vrentas and Duda have proposed a fully predictive theory that relates this

expressionto some properties of solvent and polymer.

Finally, they defined an expression for the specific hole free volume as in

equation4.5 as a function of volumetric characteristics of the pure components in the

solution.

(4.5)

wheresubscripts 1 and 2 denote solvent and polymer respectively. KII, K21 and K12,

K22 are the free volume parameters of solvent and polymer, respectively and Tg is the

glasstransitiontemperature.
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(4.6)

The basic free volume expression for a binary system has been extended for a

ternary system by considering the distribution of available hole free volume among all

jumping units of solvent 1, solvent 2, and polymer 3, and the contributions to the hole

free volume from two solvents as well as the polymer (Ferguson and Meerwall 1980,

Vrentas et al. 1984). Including these modifications, self diffusion coefficients of solvent

1 and 2 in a ternary mixture are given as follows:

D =D (_r(CVI~' +CV2V;~13/~23 +CV3V3'~13)J

I 01 exp A

\. Vm

(4.7)

(4.8)

4.3. Estimation of free volume parameters

The free volume parameters can be estimated if chemical structure of both

solvents and polymers, viscosity of each pure component and density of pure solvents at

different temperatures, critical molar volume of the solvents and the glass transition

temperatureof the polymer are known.

The critical molar volume of each component, ~', is estimated as the specific

volumes of that components at 0 OK. The group contribution methods can be used to

estimatethe molar volumes at 0 OK.

The free volume parameters of the polymer are determined by fitting viscosity

data of pure polymer and solvent to the expression which relates the viscosity to the

holefreevolume of the system (Doolittle 1951).

(4.9)

where,rh is the viscosity of the polymer.

If the polymer's glass transition temperature is known the Williams-Landel-Ferry

(WLF) equation is an alternative expression for predicting the free volume parameters
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of the polymer (Duda et al. 1982). For most of the polymers the WLF constants are

predicted from viscosity temperature data (Ferry 1980) and can be related to free

volume parameters as in equations 4.10 and 4.11.

K CWLF22 - 22 (4.10)

(4.11 )

The other parameters in equations 4.4 and 4.5, Do' E, K11 /y, and K21 -Tg1,

can be estimated using equation 4.12 which is obtained by equating the Dullien's

expression to the Vrentas-Duda free volume equation (Zielinski and Duda 1992, Hong

1995).

(4.12)

where M1 and V;. are the solvent's molecular weight and critical molar volume

respectively.

In this equation the only temperature dependent parameters are the viscosity

(TJpg / em.s), and the specific volume (V; ,em3 / g) of the pure solvent. The 0.124xlO-16

is a constant and has a units of mol2l3. The energy effects can be assumed as negligible

and in such a case E can be equated to zero. As a result, equation 4.12 becomes a three

parameterregression problem.

The only remaining parameter to be estimated in equation 4.4 is the ratio (C;) of

the molar volume of the solvent jumping unit to that of the polymer jumping unit.

Assumingthat solvents move as a whole unit, then it may be expressed as:

(4.13)

in which, M2j represents the molecular weight of the jumping unit of the polymer.

Zielinskiand Duda (1992) proposed a relationship in which the size of a polymer

jumpingunit is independent of the solvent and is polymer specific as given by the

equation4.14.
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(4.14)

A.

rV2 q = j3~O (0)
K12

According to this relationship, once j3 is known for a specific polymer the

c; parameter for any solvent in that polymer can be determined.

4.4. Determination of the mutual diffusion coefficients

4.4.1. Solvent-Polymer: Binary systems

The formalism derived for predicting mutual diffusion coefficient of a solvent in

the binary solution is well established and has been successfully used. According to this

fonnulation, mutual diffusion coefficient is a function of the self diffusivity and the

thennodynamic factor as given by equation 4.15.

(4.15)

The chemical potential of the solvent is represented by Jil' For polymer

solutions there are several thermodynamic models to determine concentration

dependence of chemical potentials, however, Flory-Huggins theory is the most widely

used one. When the chemical potential of the solvent is represented by Flory-Huggins

theory,

o

Jil - Jil = In"" + (1- 2)"" + X ",,2
RT 'f'1 V2 'f'2 12'f'2

thenequation 4.15 reduces to:

(4.16)

(4.17)

In equation 4.16 and 4.17, ¢1 and ¢2 represent the volume fraction of the solvent

and polymer respectively and X is the interaction parameter between solvent and

polymer.

4.4.2.Solvent-Solvent-Polymer: Ternary systems

Diffusion in multicomponent systems is commonly encountered in practical

applications.However, there are only a few models available in the literature to predict
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multicomponent diffusivities. The lack of formulations is due to increasing number of

diffusion coefficients as well as due to lack of enough experimental data to validate the

models. If the multi component flux equations are written using the Fick's law as in

equations 4.18 and 4.19 for a ternary system, it can be seen that four independent

diffusion coefficients are required. The diagonal terms, D11, D22 are called main

diffusivities and the off-diagonal terms D12, D21 are called cross diffusion coefficients.

J~ = -D api -D ap2
I II ax 12 ax

J~ = -D api -D ap2
2 21 a 22 ax x

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

For a n component system (ll -1) 2 diffusion coefficients are needed.

Recently, two alternative methods, based on the Bearman' s statistical

mechanical theory (Beamlan 1961), have been proposed by Alsoy (1998) relating both

main and cross mutual diffusion coefficients to self diffusion coefficients and

thennodynamic data.

In the Bearman' s approach the frictional force, the right hand side of the

equation 4.20, is a function of the velocity difference and the friction coefficient

between two species.

dJL, = _f Pj Sij(v, -v)
dx j=1 Mj

According to this equation the chemical potential gradient, which is the actual driving

force for diffusion, is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the frictional force.

In Bearman' s formulation, the self diffusion coefficients can be expressed in

tenns of five friction coefficients, which provide a link between self and mutual

diffusivities. The practical application of Bearman's theory is currently not possible

since the concentration and the temperature dependence of friction coefficients are not

known. To overcome this problem, Alsoy (1998) proposed two different diffusion

fonnalisms by imposing some assumptions through individual friction coefficients.

In the first case, it was assumed that the ratio of the friction coefficients is equal

to the ratio of their molar volumes. With such an assumption, the main and cross

diffusion coefficients are given by the equations 4.21-4.24.

D = DIPI (aJL] JII RT a'PI
(4.21)
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D = DIPI (alll J12 RT a'P2
(4.22)

D = D2p2 (a1l2 J21 RT aPI
(4.23)

(4.24)

...;

D = D2p2 (a1l2 J22 RT ap2

In the second case, the friction coefficients among all of the solute molecules are

identically equal to zero (i.e, (II =(22 =(12 =0). Then the mutual diffusion coefficients

are given by equations 4.25-4.28.

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

In each case, multi component mutual diffusivities are related to self diffusivities

and thennodynamic factors, both of which can be predicted using free volume and

Flory-Huggins thermodynamic theories. The validity of both formulations were

implicitly tested for ternary polymer solutions (Alsoy and Duda 1999).

4.5. Determination of Flory-Huggins interaction parameters

Predicting mutual diffusion coefficients from self diffusivities and

thermodynamic factors requires to know the Flory-Huggins interaction parameters
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(4.29)

between the species. This parameter, X, can be determined from solubility data in

which the equilibrium weight fraction of the solvent in the polymer is known as a

function of solvent vapor pressure, PI, using the Flory-Huggins equation.

~ 2

-0 = ¢, exp(¢2 + X¢2)
~

where ~o is the solvent saturation vapor pressure. The solvent weight and volume

fractions are related through:

(4.30)

If solubility data is available; X can be predicted by using Bristow's (Bristow and

Watson 1958) semi-empirical equation.

(4.31 )

where 0; is the solubility parameter of component i. Extensive tables for the solubility

parameters of both polymer and solvent are reported in Polymer's Handbook (Grulke

1999).

In this work, the interaction parameters for CA/water, CA/acetone and

acetone/waterwere obtained from Dabral et al. (1998) as, 1.4, 0.5 and 1.3, respectively.

4.6.Calculation of free volume parameters of eAJAcetonelW ater system

The free volume parameters of acetone and water were reported in the literature

by Zielinski and Duda (1992) and Hong (1995). These values were regressed from

molarvolume and viscosity data and tabulated in Table 4.1.

Table4.1. Free volume parameters of acetone and water

V· Vo(O) (Kj'/Y) K21-Tgl D~I
em3/g em3/mol em Ig.K K cm Is

-A7'"c-et-o-ne--=-0.-::-94354.77 9.83xIO=l -12.12 14.3x10·4

Acetone 0.943 1.86xlO'3 -53.33 3.6x10-4

Water 1.071 2.18x10·3 -152.29 8.55x10-4

Reference

Zielinski and Duda( 1992)

Hong (1995)

Hong (1955)

However,neither free volume parameters nor WLF constants for cellulose acetate (CA)

werereportedin the literature. To determine these polymer specific parameters, K13 / r ,
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K23 - Tg3, as well as the mixture parameter V3• ~23' the experimental self diffusion data

of Anderson and Ullman (1973) and Park (1961) were fitted to Vrentas-Duda free

volume theory. In the expression, the free volume parameters of acetone were obtained

from Hong (1995) and energy effects were assumed to be negligible. The comparison of

experimental data with the correlation is given in Figure 4.2 and the fitted parameters

are tabulated in Table 4.2. The accuracy of the regressed values is high since the

calculated self diffusion coefficients are in good agreement with the experimental data.

The product of critical molar volume of polymer with the ratio of jumping unit of water

to that of polymer, V3• ~13 ' was obtained from the following equation

v· j: = ~·Ml
3 ~13 M

3j

(4.32)

in which jumping unit of polymer, M3j, was calculated as follows using the values

determined for acetone.

M _ V;M2
3j - V. j:3 ~23

(4.33)

The summary of all free volume parameters and Flory-Huggins interaction parameters

is givenin Table 4.3.

Table4.2. Free volume parameters of CA/acetone and CA/water systems

(K12/Y)

cm3jg.K

3.64x10-4

3.64x10-4

K22-Tg2
K
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Figure 4.2. The self diffusion coefficient of acetone in cellulose acetate as a function of

weight fraction. Comparison of the experimental data (Anderson and

Ullman 1973, Park 1961) with the calculated self diffusion coefficients.

Table 4.3. Free volume and Flory-Huggins interaction parameters used in diffusivity

correlations.

Parameter

CA/AcetoneCAIWater
2

3.610~8.55 10 01Do em Isee

Ei llmo1

00

KIIly

3

0.001860.00218em IgK
3

0.0003640.000364KI2/y em IgK

K21-Tgl

K -53.33-152.29

K22-Tg2

K -240-240

A,

3 0.9431.071
~

em/gr

c;13V3'

0.7150.252

X

0.51.4
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CHAPTERS

MODELING OF MEMBRANE FORMATION BY DRY CASTING METHOD

The morphology and performance of membranes can be significantly altered by

both processing and casting conditions. Slight changes in the membrane fabrication

recipes can greatly influence the final membrane morphology. A fully predictive

mathematical model provides a convenient means of investigating the effect of different

parameters on the final membrane structure and eliminates the extensive trial and error

experimentation. These facts are considerable motivations for the development of

mathematical models.

The modeling of membrane formation process by dry casting method is

complicated due to phase separation, simultaneous heat and mass transfer controlled by

complex thermodynamic and transport properties of polymer solutions. Most of the

work in literature has focused on the modeling of wet casting method. There exist only

a few models on the dry casting technique. The models developed for the wet-cast

method cannot be used as a basis for modeling dry cast process, since the latter process

involvescoupled heat and mass transport. Hence, in this thesis, a fully predictive model

wasused for the formation of membranes through the dry cast process.

Theoretical treatment of membrane formation process requires to combine

kinetics and thermodynamics of the system simultaneously. Thermodynamic

consideration is necessary to draw a phase boundary line, to formulate boundary

conditions and diffusivity relations. On the other hand, kinetic consideration is

necessary to predict the composition paths in the membrane. When these paths are

plotted on the phase diagram, they provide information about the final membrane

structure.

This chapter consists three parts. In the first part, prevIOus studies on phase

inversion techniques were criticized, detailed derivation of the dry casting model

equations was given, and computational method for solving these equations was

discussed. In the previous chapter, most of the model parameters (free volume

parametersand the Flory-Huggins interaction parameters) were given. In the final part

of this chapter, methods to calculate remaining model parameters, heat and mass



transfer coefficients and interface pressures, were discussed and all physical properties

used in the calculations were tabulated.

5.1. Previous studies on phase inversion and evaporative casting techniques

5.1.1. Binary solution-Evaporation models

The studies on the immersion precipitation have mainly focused on the modeling

of evaporation step. The first evaporation model was developed by Anderson and

Ullman (1973). They predicted the solvent concentration in the film by assuming semi

infinite film thickness, unidirectional isothermal mass transfer perpendicular to the

surface, negligible film shrinkage and specified constant surface concentration. The

differential equation, initial and boundary conditions are given by equations 5.1 through

5.4.

a92 = ~(D a92 )

(5.1)at ax ax

92 (x,O) = 90

(5.2)

92 (O,t) = 9s

(5.3)

92 (oo,t) = 9s

(5.4)

They performed their calculations for two cases. In the first case, it was assumed

that polymer response to the change is instantaneous and concentration dependence of

the diffusion coefficient, D, is given by the following equation 5.5 (Fujita 1968).

D = D(O) exp( 92 'J(A92 + B)
(5.5)

in which the constants A and B were regressed from the experimental self diffusivity

data.In the second case, they assumed that the process is controlled by solvent diffusion

and rate of polymer response. Therefore, the diffusion coefficient was defined as a

functionof both composition and time. However, in both models, they used the self

diffusion coefficient rather than the mutual diffusion coefficient. According to the

predictedtime dependent solvent concentration profiles in the film, they have concluded

that,to obtain a very thin skin layer, the polymer response should be fast and the solvent

diffusion coefficient should decrease dramatically with increasing polymer

concentration.
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Castellari and Ottani (1981) improved some of the assumptions of Anderson

and Ullman (1973). They assumed a finite film thickness and took into account the film

shrinkage. Additionally, the surface concentration was allowed to vary in time by using

an empirical expression which involves an evaporation rate constant. Similar to the

previous model, they used the same expression for the concentration dependence of

diffusion coefficients. Their results indicated that the evaporation time and the

evaporation rate are critical parameters in determining the thickness of the skin layer of

a membrane. In addition, they concluded that conditions in the drying atmosphere play

an important role on the formation of asymmetric structures.

Ataka and Sasaki (1982) performed gravimetric experiments on cellulose acetate

and acetone binary casting solutions, to investigate the effect of initial casting

compositions, the thickness and ambient temperature on the rate of solvent evaporation.

To compare the experimental results with theory, they derived an analytical solution

assuming constant diffusion coefficient, isothermal process and no film shrinkage.

On the contrary to the previous models, in the evaporation model developed by

Krantz et al. (1986), a surface boundary condition was used in which mass transfer from

the surface to the ambient phase is proportional to the mass transfer coefficient. In

addition, the excess volume of mixing effect was incorporated in the model. The self

diffusion coefficient was correlated by Fujita's expression (equation 5.5), however,

unlike prior models, it was related to the mutual diffusion coefficient by a semi

empirical function. They also studied the cellulose acetate-acetone system and obtained

thenecessary self diffusion data from Anderson and Ulmann's (1973) study.

Tsay and McHugh (1991) developed a fully predictive model for the evaporation

of binary solution consisting of cellulose acetate and acetone. They took into account

the moving interface, concentration dependent mutual diffusion coefficients and time

dependent mass transfer coefficients. In predicting the self diffusion coefficient of

acetone, Vrentes and Duda free volume theory was used in conjunction with the

experimentaldiffusion data of Anderson and Ulmann (1973). They investigated the

effectsof initial compositions, casting film thickness, surface area, and the composition

of the solvent in the vapor phase on the evaporation rates. In addition they compared

theirnumerical results with the experimental studies of Ataka and Sasaki (1982) and

with the analytical solution obtained for fixed finite thickness, constant diffusion

coefficientsand constant volume flux at the solution-air interface.
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5.1.2. Ternary solution- Dry casting and Evaporation models

The modeling studies for the evaporation of ternary solution are limited due to

increasing complexity of equations and the lack of experimental multicomponent

diffusion data. In all models that have been discussed in previous section, it was

assumed that membrane formation process is a isothermal process. This is not a very

realistic assumption since evaporative cooling effects can be significant. Greenberg et

al. (1995) have observed a decrease in membrane temperature from an initial casting

temperature of 25°C to 0 °c during the evaporation of acetone from cellulose acetate.

The first non-isothermal model on dry-casting method for a ternary mixture was

developed by Shojaie et al. (1994a). In their model, equations were formulated using

mass average velocity and excess volume of mixing effects were incorporated. The

change in thickness of the film was considered and is a function of both position and

time. They have used cellulose acetate-acetone-water as a model system and Fujita's

expression to predict self diffusion coefficients. The constants of Fujita's expression

were obtained by regressing the experimental data of Anderson and Ullman (1973) and

Roussis (1981). The self diffusion coefficients were related to mutual diffusion

coefficients using friction coefficients. The water/acetone and acetone/cellulose acetate

frictioncoefficients were related to the available binary-diffusion coefficients, whereas

the water/cellulose acetate friction coefficients were related to acetone/cellulose acetate

frictioncoefficients. In constructing the phase diagram and as well as in defining the

boundarycondition at the solution-air interface, Flory-Huggins theory was used with

variableinteraction parameters. The heat and mass transfer coefficients were predicted

using empirical correlation derived for free convection. The effects of initial

compositionand casting thickness were investigated and the numerical results were

comparedwith the experimental results (Shoj aie et al. 1994b). The total mass loss due

to both solvent and nonsolvent evaporation and temperature of the film were measured

by microbalance and infrared camera respectively. In addition final membrane

morphologieswere determined with the SEM pictures and results were compared with

themodelpredictions.

Matsuyama et al. (1997) performed modeling studies to investigate the effects of

nonsolventtype used in the casting solution. Although the system IS ternary, they

."
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assumed that the nonsolvent evaporation IS negligible and therefore used binary

diffusion equation.

The model developed by Alsoy and Duda (1999) describes the muIticomponent

drying behavior of polymer solutions. Unlike previous studies, in this model the

problem is cast in terms of volume average velocity instead of mass average velocity.

This choice significantly reduced the complexity of the equations. In addition, the

temperature was assumed to be a function of time only. The experimental and modeling

studies of Shojaie et al (1994a, 1994b) are consistent with this assumption. The model

equations consist of coupled unsteady state heat and mass transfer equations, film

shrinkage and boundary conditions. The main and cross mutual diffusion coefficients

were expressed in terms of thermodynamic factors and self diffusivities using Flory

Huggins and Vrentas-Duda free volume theories respectively. The details of this study

will be given later in this chapter under the section of development of model equations.

5.1.3. Immersion precipitation and vapor induced phase separation models.

In immersion precipitation and vapor induced phase separation techniques,

initiallyhomogeneous polymer, solvent and/or nonsolvent mixture is phase separated by

the inflow of the nonsolvent either from the liquid phase or vapor phase. Therefore,

both systems of interest are ternary and in principle, the main difference between the

models arises in determining the boundary condition at the solution-air or liquid

interface.

In most of the modeling studies of quenching step of immersion precipitation

techniques, the system is treated as an isothermal process. This assumption is

reasonable,if the temperature of the quenching medium is kept constant. In addition, it

has been usually assumed that no polymer dissolves in the coagulation bath and

instantaneousequilibrium exists between the film side and bath side.

The first model on immersion precipitation was developed by Cohen et al.

(1979) and it was based on steady state diffusion model. Predicted composition paths

wereplotted on the ternary phase diagram to make comments on the final membrane

morphology.

Yilmaz and McHugh (1986b) developed a unidirectional pseudobinary diffusion

equationformalism for constant partial molar volumes and negligible bath dynamics.

Fora semi-infinite film thickness, they assumed constant surface flux at the film-bath
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interface. Their experimental studies have indicated that a fast convective flow of

solvent occurs in the bath due to density fluctuations. Therefore, they argued that their

model is applicable for short times prior to skin formation.

In the model of Reuvers and Smolders (1987), the bath dynamics has also been

taken into account. The mass transfer in the bath was assumed to be diffusion

controlled. The ternary diffusion equations were derived from binary diffusion and

thermodynamic data. Their analyses are applicable only for short period of time after

immersion step, because in the derivation of the equations they assumed semi finite film

thickness and constant interfacial concentrations.

A more complete model was developed by Tsay and McHugh (1990) which

incorporates film shrinkage and variable interface compositions. They investigated the

initial polymer concentration, addition of nonsolvent in the casting solution prior to

quenching, addition of solvent in the coagulation bath, polymer molecular weight,

initial film thickness and thermodynamic interaction parameters on the final structure

membranes cast from cellulose acetate/acetone system.

Cheng et ai. (1994) considered the convective mass transfer in the coagulation

bath and investigated the effects of the parameters, used in defining the diffusion

coefficients on the precipitation times.

The only modeling study on the vapor induced phase separation technique was

performedby Matsuyama et al (1999). In fact the modeling of this technique is similar

to that of dry casting. In that study, they investigated the concentration profiles of

polymerin the film during the penetration of the nonsolvent from the vapor phase to a

initially homogeneous polymer-solvent solution. Due to the low concentration of

nonsolventin the film, they derived their diffusion equations for quasi binary system.

5.2. Development of model equations

The assumptions and model equations derived here for the dry casting technique

arebased on the modeling study of Alsoy (1998) originally developed for the drying

behaviorof muIticomponent polymer solutions. The equations are developed for the

systemgeometry shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of dry casting process.

The polymer solution is cast on a substrate with a thickness of H. The cast

solution thickness, X, is time dependent. The polymer solution and substrate have

interfaces with air. The air facing the polymer solution has a temperature of TG and a

heat transfer coefficient of hG. These values for the air next to the substrate are Tg and hg

respectively.

5.2.1. Assumptions

The model equations derived III this thesis are based on the following

assumptions.

1. Both heat and mass transfers are unidirectional since the width of the film is much

greaterthan the thickness.

2. The density of the solution is a function of the composition, while, the partial

specific volumes are independent of composition and temperature. Hence, there is

no volume change on mixing.

3. No reaction occurs in the system.

4. The average values for the density, heat capacity, and thermal conductivity of the

solutionare used.

5. The substrate is impermeable. Therefore, there is no mass transfer at the solution-

substrateinterface.

6. Gravitationaleffects are neglected.

7. Thepolymer solution behaves as a Newtonian fluid.

8. Heattransfer by the radiative mode is neglected.
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9. The temperature is a function oftime only, since the resistance to heat transfer in the

gas phase is much greater than the resistance in the solution and substrate.

10. There is no viscous dissipation in the polymer solution.

11. The temperature of the film is above the glass transition of the polymer solution.

12. The kinetic energy effects at the interfaces are neglected.

13. The convective exchange of momentum at phase interfaces is negligible compared

to the forces at phase boundaries.

14. The gas phase does not exert drag on the solution.

15. Gas phase is ideal.

The heat and mass transfer equations are uncoupled by the aid of assumption 4 and

as a result, the complex fluid mechanics problem is avoided (Vrentas and Vrentas

1994).

5.2.2. Derivation of equations

5.2.2.1. Species continuity equation

The species continuity equation for component i:

an. (an; x an; y an; z J
_~_'+ --' +-'-+--' =R.
at ax 8y az I

Usingassumptions 1 and 3 the continuity equation can be simplified into:

ap an;.x--' =---
at ax

Here,mass flux n. can be expressed in terms of volume average velocity u"'.I,X

where,

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

In equation 5.8 the first term on the right hand side represents the flux of

componenti moving with the bulk stream. The second term is the diffusive flux relative

tothebulk stream and can be expressed by Fick's law.

ForanN component system the diffusive flux is given by equation 5.10:
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and total continuity equation is given by equation 5.11.

ap a;-=--~pua a 'L ' ,t .Y ,=1

(5 I (j)

(~II )

If species continuity equation 'vvritten for each component in equation 5,7 i:-

multiplied by partial specitic volume of each component, r·,. and if these equation) <Ire

summed ti'olll i= I to '. then

(:' I ')

(51 I)

,\

Using equation 5.9 and detinition of yolume fraction. LP,(I = I. then. equatioll "'\ I ~
,=1

reduces to the /()llo\\'ing form:

::) =

~=()
c.y

Since the substrate is impermeable (assumption 5). the velocity of specic~s ; t 'ill'

solution substrate interface are zero. Therell)re. using equation 5,13 it can be state( tll~ll

the \'olume 8\erage velocity is zero at that interface. Since the \'olullle a\'erage \el 1l'11~

gradient \·vas found to be zero. then the volullle average velocity is zero througilol t ,hl'

cast solution, Thus. the convecti\'e term can be neglected and the total fll''; 1)1

component i can be expressed as 1'ollo\'/s:

,\-1 ap
l7i, =PYi =P,(u, -u=)= L(-Dij-/)

,=1 ax

Consequently. the species continuity equation can be simplified int(, 'ill'

l"oillming forlll,

a II ::j [ , a I']

PI _ C ~D P,-- --L --
at ar ,=1 " ax

(:" I -))

To soh'c equation 5.15 t\\'O boundary conditions and one initial condition are nel,tk I. \1

the instant of casting. the solution is homogeneous and the concentrations of the sp ,'ci,'~

in the cast film do not vary \\'ith position.

At t=O p/'(O.x) = P/~;

,\t the solutioll-substrate interf~lce the mass transfer rate is zero (assulllptioll 5).
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(5.17)

Thus, one ofthe boundary conditions can be expressed as:

(5.18)x=Oat app_'_=0
ax

The other boundary, the solution-air interface, moves due to shrinkage of the film.

Appropriate boundary condition at this interface is obtained from jump mass balance,

expressed by equation 5.19.

pp*.* GG···
Pi (Vi' 0 - U .0 ) = Pi (Vi' 0 - U .u ) (5.19)

in which 0* is the unit normal vector pointing from polymer solution phase to gas phase

(denoted by superscripts p and G respectively), vt is the velocity vector of component i

in phase J and U* is the velocity vector ofthe phase interface.

The change of the film thickness with respect to time can be expressed as:

(5.20)U* .0* = dX
dt

The mass transfer to the gas phase, the right hand side of equation 5.19, can be

approximated using the analogy given in equation 5.21.

G( G * U* *)-kG( G G)_ p P * P * *Pi Vi .0 - .0 - i P;i - P;b - Pi vi,O - Pi U .0 (5.21)

Accordingto equation 5.21, the rate of mass transfer is proportional to the mass transfer

coefficient and the difference between the partial pressure of volatile component at the

interface and in the bulk. Combining equations 5.20 and 5.21, and noting that

ni = pf'vf '0* then, equation 5.21 can be expressed as follows:

G G G _ I pi dXk. p -p -n -. -
, (II ,b ) 'x=x(t) P, x=X(t) dt

(5.22)

Inserting the definition of ni, one can define the second boundary condition at the

solution-airinterface as follows:

at x=X(t)
_[~ DfJ ap;]_pp dX =kG(pG _pG)L.. IJ a 'dt' II ,b)=1 'X

(5.23)
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(5.24)

(5.25)

5.2.2.2. Heat transfer equation

The one dimensional unsteady state heat transfer equation in terms of transport

properties of the solution and substrate phases can be written as follows:

PCP aTP = kP a2TP
P P at ax2

S cs aTs = kS a2Ts
P P at ax2

If equation 5.24 is integrated from x=O to x=X(t) and equation 5.25 from x=O to x=-H,

the following expressions are obtained

x=o

scs aTS H = k' dTS
P P at dx

x=-H

The addition of these two expressions yield equation 5.28

x=x(t) x=O

PCP aTP X( ) scs aTs H _ kP dTP kS dTsP -- t +p -- - -- +--
P at P at dx dx

x=O x=-H

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.28)

(5.29)

Toderive final form of heat transfer equation, the heat fluxes at the substrate-air (x=-H),

substrate-solution (x=O) and solution-air (x=X(t)) interfaces must be defined. They are

basicallyobtained from the jump energy balances which is applied at each interface.

Equation5.29 shows this expression written at the interfaces of phases A and B.

p A (; A (v A • n A _ U· . n· ) + q A • n· _ V A • (TA • n· )

= p B (; B ( VB. n B _ U· . n· ) + q B . n· _ VB. (T B . n· )

in which, vJ and TJ are the mass average velocity vector and stress tensor in phase J

respectively.For the substrate-solution interface this expression can be simplified into

equation5.30 considering that the interface is not moving and the velocities of the

speciesare zero. At x=O

(5.30)
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where, qJ is the conductive heat flux vector in phase 1. Using Fourier's law of heat

conduction, the jump energy balance at x=O becomes:

(5.31)

Similarly, for the gas-substrate interface (x = -H), the jump energy balance reduces to:

(5.32)

Heat transfer from the gas phase to the substrate IS described by Newton's law of

cooling. Then equation 5.32 becomes as follows.

(5.33)

At the solution-gas interface (x=X(t)), the jump energy balance must be coupled with

jump mass balance equation. If total jump mass balance equation is equated to Q,

pp * • * GG * * *
Q=p (v ·n -U ·n )=p (v ·n -U ·u)

then,jump energy balance can be written as follows:

~G ~P P * G * G G * p p *
Q(U - U ) = q .0 - q .0 + v .(T .0 ) - v . (T .0 )

(5.34)

(5.35)

The internal energy (U )can be defined as a function of enthalpy( H), pressure and

density.

~ A P
U=H--

P

Multiplyingboth sides of the equation with Q yields

QH = QU +Pu

Stresstensors in both phases can be written as follows using assumption 15:

(5.36)

(5.37)

(5.38)

Combiningequations 5.35, 5.37 and 5.38 gives,

Q(HG -HP) = qP '0* _qG .0* (5.39)

Theterm, Q(HG - H P), represents total amount of energy lost due to evaporation; so it

canbe defined as follows:

(5.40)

Theheat flux in the polymer phase cf· n*, is described by Fourier's law of conduction

andheatflux in the gas phase is defined by Newton's law of cooling, as follows:
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(5.41)cf. n' = -k oT
ox

If equations 5.40 and 5.41 are inserted into equation 5.39, then the heat transfer

boundary condition at x=X(t) is obtained as follows:

At x=X(t) (5.42)

It is generally assumed that the temperature is continuos at the phase boundary.

(5.43)

If equations 5.31, 5.33, 5.42 and 5.43 are substituted into equation 5.28, then the final

fonn of the heat transfer equation is obtained as follows:

dT---
dt

N-I

hG(T-TG)+ I k,GtJIv; (P;;G-P;~)+hg(T-Tg)
;=1

(5.44)

To solve equation 5.44 an initial condition is needed and it is assumed that initially the

castsolution has a temperature of To .

at t = 0 T(O) = To (5.45)

5.2.2.3. Time dependence of boundary position

Time dependence of boundary position is obtained from the jump mass balance

forthe polymer.

pp. 11. GG •••
P3 (v 3 • n - U .n ) = P3 (v 3 • n - U .n )

Sincethe polymer is non volatile:

p~(v~ ·n" - U" ·n·) = 0

Usingequations 5.8, 5.10 and 5.20 at x=X(t) one can write:

npl =pPvp.n·=ppdX =j''''
3 x=X(t) 3 3 3 dt 3

(5.46)

(5.47)

(5.48)

By definition, for an N component system, the sum of the products of the diffusive flux

withrespectto volume average velocity and specific volume is equal to zero.

N

IJ;f; =0
;=1

Combiningequations 5.48 and 5.49 yields:

(5.49)
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2

dX

Li(V/

(5.50)
-

=i;\

dt
pPVP3 3

The denominator of the right hand side of equation 5.50 express the volume fraction of

the polymer. Therefore the time dependence of the boundary position can be written in

terms of diffusive fluxes and mass densities of the volatile components.

dX
=

dt

2

Li(V/
i;\

2

1- LP(V/
i;1

(5.51)

The initial condition for the thickness of the cast film can be expressed as follows:

at t = 0 X(O) = L (5.52)

5.2.2.4 Coordinate transformation and dimensionless variables

To facilitate the numerical solution of the equations the interface should be

mobilized and this was done by using a coordinate transformation as follows:

x

17 = X(t)
(5.53)

In addition, temperature, compositions, time and the thickness of the film can be

expressedin terms of dimensionless variables by using equations 5.54 through 5.57.

p(
C,. = P

PiO

X. = X(t)
L

(5.54)

(5.55)

(5.56)

(5.57)

To express the species continuity equation in terms of dimensionless variables,

some mathematical manipulations and rearrangements must be done. The total

derivativesof dimensionless compositions and immobilized position can be written as:

(5.58)
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(5.59)

(5.60)

If one substitutes equation 5.60 into equation 5.59 and compare it with equation 5.58,

dXx-
alJ =_-.!lL
ax X(t)2

L2 •

dt=--dt
DI~,o

(5.61)

(5.62)

(5.63)

when equations 5.54, 5.55, 5.57, 5.61 and 5.62 are inserted into equation 5.15, the new

form of the species continuity equation becomes:

ac; _ lJ dX· ac; _ 1 a [I D: P;o ac)]at· X· dt· alJ - x·2 alJ )=1 DI~.o Pia alJ

The dimensionless form of the time dependence of the boundary position and the

dimensionless initial and boundary conditions can be expressed by equations 5.64

through 5.68.

lJ = 1

lJ = 1

lJ=O

I2~ DfJ ac.VP~_IJ_ P __ J• ; LJ DP p),O a
X. dX = ;=1 11,0 lJ

dt· N-I

1-Ip,~C//
;=1

(5.64)

(5.65)

(5.66)

( =0

C;(O,lJ)=1

X· (0) = 1

(5.67)

(5.68)

Theboundary conditions given in equations 5.65 and 5.66, can be further rearranged to

avoidthe numerical estimation of concentration derivatives. Since it is expected that,

due to the nature of the system, the change of concentration is very steep near the

solution-air interface, to avoid the calculation of the concentration derivatives

numericallyat the surface the equation 5.63 can be integrated from lJ= 0 to lJ= 1.
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(5.69)

(5.70)
fa~i dry _ ~ dX: fry aCi dry = ~[ID! p~ ac)] 7]=1o at x dt 0 ar; x )=1 DI1,o Pia ar; 7]=0

Using equations 5.64 and 5.65 the new form of the boundary condition becomes as

follows:

At r; = 1
~[X· fl Cd]= kiG(P;~ -P/;)Ld I r; PDPt 0 Pio 11,0

(5.71)

Similarly, the integrated form of equation 5.63 can be substituted into equation 5.66 and

using equations 5.67 and 5.68, following explicit form of dimensionless thickness of

the film is obtained.

2

1- Ipio~P
X· = i=1

2 I

1- Ipio~P fCidr;
i=1 0

(5.72)

Time dependence of the temperature of the film, can be expressed III terms of

dimensionless variables defined in equations 5.73 through 5.76.

L(hG +hg)A=---
Dp PC~ P

11,OP P

dr· A(l-r·) +E + B=
dt· F +X·

Theinitial condition becomes:

(5.73)

(5.74)

(5.75)

(5.76)

(5.77)

at t· = 0 r· (0) = 0 (5.78)
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5.3. Numerical solution of the model equations

The equations 5.63, 5.64, 5.71, 5.72, 5.77 and 5.78 are highly nonlinear ordinary

and partial differential equations and it is not possible to derive an analytical solution.

Therefore, these equations were solved numerically by using finite difference technique.

The nonlinear partial differential equations were first transformed into a finite

system of nonlinear algebraic equations by discretizing them with finite difference

technique. Rewriting the species continuity in the finite difference form yields

expressions 5.79 through 5.80 in which, i andj represent space and time respectively.

(e,t' -(c;){
~i

, (C;){~I-(C;WI[l-(lh; J2]_(C;){~I(hh; J2TJ; (Xl+ - x) 1;_1 ;-1

x+' tJr- ( h. J
h. 1+_'

, h;_1

( (C; )j+1 (C )j+1 (C )j+1 (C; )j+1J
(D )j+1 ;+1- I; (D )j+1 I; - H

II ;+1/2 h II ;-1/2 h2 ; H+-- I

(;{+')2D1I,o(hH +hJ +P20((D )j+l (C2){~I_(C2)t (D )j+1 (C2)tl_(CJ{~IJ12 ;+I/Z h 12 ;-1/2 hPIO ; ;-1

(C )j+1 -(C )j+l[l-(~JZ]-(C )j:I(~Jz
_j+' ~ 2 ,+1 2 , h 2 ,I h

(eztl -(C2){ TJ; (X -X) ;-1 ;-1=

~i xi+' tJr- ( h. J
h. 1+_'

, h;_1

( (c )j+1 -(C )j+1 (C )j+1 -(C )j+1 J
PIO (D )j+1 I ;+1 I; (D )j+1 I; I ;-1

21 ;+I/Z h ZI ;-1/2 hPzo ; ;-1

( (c)j+1 -(C )j+1 (C )j+1 -(C )j+1 J
(D )j+1 2 ;+1 2; -(D )j+1 21; 2 ;-1+ Z2 ;+1/2 h. 22 ;-1/2 h., ,-I

(5.79)

(5.80)

These equations along with discretized form of heat transfer equation were

solvedsimultaneously by the aid of a subroutine called DNEQNF from IMSL. This

subroutinesolves the system of nonlinear equations using a modified Powell hybrid

algorithm.To check the accuracy of numerical solution, the total number of grid points
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were increased and the time steps were decreased until the change in the numerical

results was negligible. The numerical simulation was performed using a PC based

computer. The codes were written in Fortran and given in the Appendix.

To facilitate the numerical solution of the equations, variable grid sizes were

used instead of uniform ones, since the concentrations of the components change

drastically at the solution-air interface. By using an appropriate function, smaller

increments near the solution-air interface and coarser increments near the solution-

substrate interface can be obtained as shown in Figure 5.2. Equations 5.81 and 5.82

were used to generate variable grid sizes.

solution-substrate

interface

ho

XI•
hi

X2• 1 (I /
Xi-I
•

hi-I

Xi•
hi

solution-air

interface

Xi+1 , XN-I XN
• 1'/,--+----*I

Figure 5.2. Illustration of variable grid spacing for N grid points.

(5.81)

whereL is the total length and hi is the grid size.

(5.82)

The constants, £ and a in these equations were chosen to obtain optimum grid

size distribution through the solution and their values were determined as -4 and 1

respectively. The number of grid points was chosen as 100 above which numerical

valuesof calculated model results did not change.

The effects of £ and a on the grid size distribution were illustrated in Figure 5.3

and5.4. The length of the first and last grids was calculated as 0.04593 and 0.005987 by

an iterative solution using 100 grid points and the values of -4 and 1 for £ and

(J respectively.
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(5.83)

5.4. Determination of other model parameters

5.4.1. Estimation of heat and mass transfer coefficients

The heat and mass transfer coefficients for free convection conditions were

determined using an empirical correlation developed for the horizontal cooled plates

facing upward in the laminar range (McAdams 1954).

For the heat transfer coefficient (h );

h~c = O.27(Gr. Pr)O.25k

The dimensionless Grashof and Prandtl numbers are equal to:

Gr = gp;f3(f1T)L~
J.l;

where the expansion coefficient,

fJ = __ 1_(apc J and for perfect gas, it reduces to the following form:Pc aT p

f3=~
T

(5.84)

(5.85)

(5.86)

(5.87)

The mass transfer coefficient (ki [=]sec/ em) of each component was determined using

theanalogy between the heat and mass transfer (Tsay and McHugh 1991).

k.L Y . I f·cp
1 c Qlr.m I. =0.27(Gr.Sc)O.25

D·cI,

where Yalr,lm' Di,g' V;.g' P are the log mean mole fraction difference, diffusion

coefficientof component i in the gas phase, the partial specific volume of component i

in the gas phase and total pressure, respectively. The Grashof and Schmidt numbers can

beexpressed as:

and

Gr = gp;L~ls(Yi,i - Yi,c)i
J.l;

(5.88)
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(5.89)

(5.90)

where the coefficient (which represents the effect of mole fraction of component i on

the gas density is equal to:

(= __1 (apc]Pc Byj P,T

For the case of forced convection conditions the heat and mass transfer coefficient were

calculated by the correlations given in equations 5,91 and 5.92 (Incropera and DeWitt

1990).

h:c = 0.664Re'/2 PrJ/3k

k.L V.cP
1 c I, = 0.664Re'l2. Sel/3

D·cI,

The Reynods number has its standard definition as:

where Uc represents the velocity ofthe bulk air stream

5.4.2. Calculation of interface pressure of volatile components

(5.91)

(5.92)

(5.93)

The partial pressure of the volatile components at the solution-gas interface, was

calculatedfrom the following relationship.

(5.94)

wherethe activity of component i can be defined as:

(5.95)

The saturated vapor pressure of acetone and water (psat) at any temperature (T)

wascalculated by expression given in equation 5.96 (Reid et al. 1977), The constants A,

B,C and D are reported in Table 5.1.

where,

1 psat =(l-T)-'[AT +BTI.5+CT3+DT6]TIp r r r r rc

(5.96)
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TT =1--
r Tc

(5.97)

Table 5.1. The constants used in the calculation of vapor pressures of acetone and water.

WaterAcetone

A

-7.76451-7.45514

B

1.458381.20200

C

-2.77580-2.43926

D

-1.23303-3.35590

Tc (K)

647.3508.1

Pc (bar)

221.247

5.5. Physical parameters of the model

The physical properties of water, acetone, CA, polymer solution, support and air

were obtained from different sources and given in Tables 5.2 through 5.4 (Shojaie et al.

1994a,Incropera and Dewitt 1990, Perry and Chilton 1973).

Table5.2. Physical properties of water, acetone and CA.

WaterAcetoneCA

Density (g/cmJ)

1.000.791.31

Molecular Weight (g/mol)

18.058.0840000

3
18.073.9230532Molar Volume (cm Imo!)

Heat of vaporization @ 20°C (JIg)

2444552

Table5.3. Physical properties of polymer solution, substrate and air.

Glass Support

D . I I 3enSlty g cm

Heat Capacity I J/gK

Polymer Solution

Heat Capacity2 J/gK

Air

Thenna! Conductivityl W/cmK

llncropera and DeWitt (1990)

lShojaie el al. (1994a)

2.5

0.75

2.5

2.55 10-4
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Table 5.4. The parameters used in the calculation of heat and mass transfer coefficients

Density of air PG (g/cm3) 1.19 x 10,3

Viscosity of air JiG (g/cm.s)

Diffusivity of water in airl DIG (cm2/s)

Diffusivity of acetone in airl D2G (cm2/s)

Characteristic length of casting area Le (cm)

rII Coefficient for wate/ in Equation 5.*

rh Coefficient for acetone 2 in Equation 5.*

IJncropera and Dewitt (1990)

lCalculated from ideal gas law.

5.6. Test of the predictability of the model

1.85 X 10-4

0.280

0.125

10

-1.0

0.38

The measurement of variables in real time for the membrane formation is very

difficult and such analysis requires highly sophisticated techniques. Shoajaie et al.

(1994b) and Greenberg et al. (1995) used the infrared thermography technique which

provides both gravimetric and thermal information. In addition, by the light-intensity

measurements the onset and duration of the phase separation were determined. In this

work, the experimental aspect of the thesis consists of three parts. First, the validity of

the model is confirmed using the measurement of total evaporation rate by monitoring

the overall mass change as a function of time. Second, the morphology of the prepared

membranes is investigated using scanning electron microscope pictures. Finally, the

watervapor permeability and density of membranes are measured.

For all experimental studies CA was supplied from Aldrich with a molecular

weightof 50,000 and an acetyl content of 38.9%. A high purity acetone and deionized

distilledwater was used. The CA was dried in an oven above 100°C for several hours

beforeused. No further purification was applied to the materials.

Since acetone is very volatile, the fraction of it in the solution was controlled.

First, the binary solution of acetone and CA was prepared by stirring until a

homogeneoussolution was obtained. Acetone, evaporated during preparation was added

tothe solution. After the addition of water, the beaker was kept closed so mass loss due
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to evaporation was prevented. The ternary solution was stirred for one day before

casting.

Gravimetric measurements were carried out by casting the polymer solutions on

a 10 cm wide square glass supports with the aid of a film applicator. After casting, the

glass support was carried to the microbalance within 15 seconds. At the initial stages of

evaporation, the data was collected with 5 seconds intervals. In all experiments, the

lower side of the glass plate was insulated so, the heat transfer from that surface was

prevented. The accumulation of the volatile components in the gas phase was not

allowed by using an open chamber, as a result, the concentration in the gas phase was

kept constant.

Morphological studies were conducted using lEOL 5200 type scanning electron

microscope at the School of Dentistry, Ege University. The membranes were cut with

the aid of a very sharp knife and then coated with gold.
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model equations were solved numerically to investigate the effects of

different parameters on the membrane formation. The predictions from the model

provide composition paths in terms of volume fraction, temperature and the thickness of

the membrane. The compositions at the solution-substrate, the solution-air interface and

at a point just below the free surface were plotted on the ternary phase diagrams. The

times at which composition paths cross the binodal line as well as the difference in

times at which the solution on the substrate and air sides enter into the binodal were

noted. The interpretation of composition paths plotted on the phase diagrams and the

concentration profile of the polymer through the membrane provided information on the

final structure of the membrane. In the following sections, first of all predictive ability

of the model is tested by comparing the experimental data with simulation results.

Secondly, the effect of different parameters on the membrane formation is investigated.

Finally, the scanning electron microscope pictures of the membranes prepared under

different conditions are evaluated.

6.1.Test of predictive ability of the model

The major test of any model is to determine how accurately it can predict

process variables that are measured experimentally. In this section, ternary model

predictions are compared to the experimental results that include total mass loss. Three

sets of quantitative comparisons corresponding to cases Rl, Rl, R3 in Table 6.1 are

shownin Figures 6.1 through 6.3. These figures show the predicted and measured total

polymersolution mass as a function of time. The initial thickness of the solution could

notbe properly adjusted, therefore, it was calculated by extrapolating the mass loss data

to zero time. As can be seen, the agreement between the model and experimental data is

excellentfor cases Rl and Rl shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. However, a slight deviation

isobserved for case R3 in Figure 6.3.



Table 6.1. The initial conditions, the processing parameters and code numbers of the numerical results.

Heat Transfer
Initial

Mode ofMass Transfer
Code # of

Volume FractionsInitial Casting Coefficients
Temperature

Castingconvection /Coefficients (see/em)
(W/em2.K)

Model Temperature
of air (0C)

%RH

Thickness
velocity of

Results
of film (lC) FilmSubstrate

Water
AcetoneCA ().lm)air (em/see)WaterAcetone

Side
Side

RI

0.050.850.1023 2414050Free9.7xlO-115.9x 10-102.5xlO-4Insulated

R2

0.100.800.1023 2412050Free6.4x1O-115.5x1O-IU2.2xl0-4Insulated

R3

0.150.800.0523 2416660Free8.8x 10-114.9x1O-IU2.2xlO-4Insulated

R4

0.100.800.1023 242000Free1.2.x 1O-IU5.5x1O-IU2.2xlO-4Insulated

RS

0.150.750.1023 242000Free1.3.x1O-IU5.lxl0-IU2.2xlO-4Insulated

R6

0.020.880.1023 242000Free9.2.x1O-ll6.2x 10-lU2.2xl0-4Insulated

R7

0.100.800.1023 241200Free1.2xl0-1o5.5x1O-1O2.2xl0""Insulated

R8

0.100.800.1023 242500Free1.2x1O-IU5.5x1O-IU2.2xl0-QInsulated

R9

0.100.800.1023 2412025Free1.1xl0-IU5.5x1O-IO2.2xl0-4Insulated

RIO

0.100.800.1023 241200Forced/203.7x1O-IU7.5x1O-IU5.3x1O-4Insulated

Rll

0.100.800.1023 241200Forced/505.9x1O-IU1.2xl0-98.4xlO-4Insulated
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Figure 6.1. Predicted( -) and measured 0 total solution mass as a function of time for a

membrane cast from a CAiAcetone/Water solution for case Rl.
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The dry cast model used in this study does not include any adjustable

parameters, that is, the predictions are only based on conservation laws, solution

thermodynamics and measured and correlated values of the relevant physical and

transport properties. Therefore, it is a very useful tool to optimize membrane formation

process.

6.2. Comparison of different cases

Simulations have been done for different cases to illustrate the power of the

model and to investigate the effect initial compositions and the thickness of the solution,

relative humidity and mode of convection on the final membrane structure. The input

data for these cases are given in Table 6.1.

6.2.1 Effect of volume fraction of water in the casting solution

In cases R4 through R6, the volume fraction of CA was kept constant while the

volume fraction of water was adjusted as 0.1, 0.15 and 0.02.

The predictions for the instantaneous concentrations, expressed in terms of

volume fractions, are plotted on the ternary phase diagram as shown in Figure 6.4. The

point shown as a dot represents the initial composition of the casting solution.

Concentration paths in time are shown for the substrate/solution, solution/air interface

and for the point just below the solution/air interface. A typical phase diagram including

composition paths provides valuable information about the membrane formation; First,

it permits assessing whether a phase separation occurs which requires that the

concentration paths cross the binodal curve of the phase diagram. This type of plot also

allows predicting the inception time and duration of the phase separation. Finally it

pennits assessing the type of morphology which results from a particular casting

process. One observes from Figure 6.4 that the concentration paths of the solution/air

and solution/substrate interfaces cross the binodal curve at markedly different times

(424 and 383 s respectively). Also, as illustrated in Figure 6.5, the concentrations of CA

at three interfaces significantly differ from each other. In fact, the difference in volume

fractionsof cellulose acetate at the surface and at a point just below the surface is about

0.2 although the distance between these points is only 0.006 in dimensionless
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coordinates. Hence, one might expect that this casting conditions represented by R4 will

produce a porous asymmetric membrane in which the upper surface is much denser than

its lower surface.

The volume fraction profiles of CA, water and acetone in Figures 6.5, 6.6 and

6.7, show that at the initial stages of membrane formation, the rate of evaporation is

very fast compared to that of water. Thus, the concentration of CA increases rapidly at

the surface and sharp concentration gradients are observed. This phenomena leads to

decrease in the diffusion of the volatile components in CA. Figure 6.5 indicates that, the

concentration of CA at the substrate side starts to change only after 200 seconds.

Similar trends can also be seen from the overall composition paths in Figure 6.8.

Although there is loss of water, due to the fast evaporation of acetone, the volume

fraction of water increases.

The thickness of the membrane for case R4 decreases asymptotically from 200

/lm to about 50 f.lm in 420 seconds as illustrated in Figure 6.9. Due to the fast

evaporation of acetone and associated evaporative cooling effect, the temperature of the

cast solution decreased about 9 DC in 400 seconds as shown in Figure 6.10.

In case R5 the initial concentration of water was increased to 0.15. For these

casting conditions the substrate/solution and the solution/air interfaces reach the phase

boundary at 340 and 365 seconds, respectively, earlier than the previous case R4 as

shown in Figure 6.11. The concentration profile of CA at 350 second in Figure 6.12

indicates that these casting conditions should lead to a highly asymmetric membrane

structure. Unlike case R4, in case R5 the concentration of water in the solution changed

remarkably, showing a higher volume fraction at the substrate side as seen in Figure

6.13 . The average volume fraction of water shown in Figure 6.15, exhibits an increase

from 0.15 to about 0.25 in 350 seconds. Comparing Figures 6.8 and 6.15, one can see

that the rate of evaporation of acetone in case R5 is slower than that in case R4. This is

mainly due to higher diffusional resistance in the membrane indicated by sharp

concentration profiles in Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14, respectively. Although, the initial

volume fraction of acetone is lower in case R5, it is higher (0.5 compared to 0.4 in case

R4) at the time of precipitation. Consequently, a thicker membrane will be obtained in

this case with a thickness of 80 f.lm.
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To investigate the effect of different conditions on the membrane structure, the

surface skin thickness was defined as the distance between the air/solution interface,

and the point where the concentration of polymer decreased by 10%. According to this

criteria, as the concentration of water in the casting solution increases the percentage of

dense top skin layer decreases. The percent skin layer was calculated as 4.2% and 3.0%

for cases R4 and R5, respectively.

The temperature of the solution decreased about SOCuntil metastable region was

reached as shown in Figure 6.17.

In case R6 the water volume fraction decreased to a very small amount as 0.02.

As illustrated in Figure 6.18, neither the gas side nor the support side entered the

metastable region. This model prediction implies that at such conditions the phase

separation does not take place and a dense nonporous film is obtained rather than a

porous membrane. The concentration profiles in Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21 show that

concentration gradients of CA and acetone decreased after 200 seconds of evaporation.

Due to fast evaporation of acetone, concentration of water reached a maximum around

200 seconds and then started to decrease. Compared to previous cases, no sharp

concentration gradients of water were observed through the entire solution. Figure 6.23

shows that during 300 seconds of evaporation, the thickness of the solution decreased

from 200 /lm to 25 /lm. The temperature of the solution decreased from about 9 °c as

shown in Figure 6.24. Due to a decrease in acetone loss after 300 seconds, temperature

of the solution starts to increase.

6.2.2 Effect of initial film thickness

The effect of initial film thickness on membrane formation process is shown in

Figures 6.25 and 6.26 where the conditions are identical to those in case R4 except that

the initial film thickness are 120 /lm and 250 /lm, respectively. Comparing the phase

diagrams in Figure 6.4 (case R4) and Figure 6.25 (case R7) indicates that decreasing the

initial film thickness in case R7 affects the formation process in 2 major ways. First of

all, the onset of phase transition is faster since decreasing the initial film thickness

results in a decrease in the total mass of acetone. So, shorter time is required to remove

sufficient amount of acetone to allow entire casting solution to cross the binodal.
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Also, with decreasing initial film thickness, the difference in polymer

concentrations at the top and bottom interfaces is smaller, implying less asymmetry in

the final membrane structure with a thinner skin. The percentage of dense skin layer

was calculated as 4.2% and 3 %for cases R4 and R7, respectively.

6.2.3 Effect of relative humidity

To investigate the effect of relative humidity on the final membrane structure, %

relative humidity was increased to 25% in case R9, where all other conditions are the

same as those in case R7. Similarly, one of the experimental conditions represented in

case R2 are the same as those in case R7, except that % relative humidity is 50 %. So;

the phase diagrams of these three cases, R2, R7 and R9, respectively were compared.

As the relative humidity in air increases, the driving force for the evaporation of

water decreases consequently; the residual amount of water in the solution increases.

Comparing the phase diagrams in Figure 6.27 and 6.28 indicate that increasing the

relative humidity affects the formation process in two ways. First, solution/air and

solution/substrate interfaces enter into the phase diagram more rapidly, and not at the

same time. Second, increasing the relative humidity will lead to a membrane structure

with thinner skin layer. The percentage of dense skin layer was calculated as 3% and

2.4% for cases R9 and R2, respectively.

6.2.4. Effect of convection mode

In all the cases reported so far, the heat and mass transfer from the cast polymer

solution to the gas phase were controlled by free convection process. In this section, the

effect of velocity of air, in other words, the effect of forced convection on the

membrane formation was investigated. For this purpose, conditions in cases RIO and

Rll were kept identical to those in case R7 except that velocity of air was changed as

20 and 50 em/see, respectively. The results in Figures 6.29 and 6.30 show that with

increasing air v~locity, phase separation is completely suppressed and a uniformly

dense coating devoid of substantial microstructure will result.
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6.2.5. Effect of free volume parameters and diffusion formalism on the model

results

The accurate formulation of the prediction of the diffusion equations and

analysis of predictions therefrom forms the basis and heart of the membrane formation

modeling. The diffusion formalism used in this study combines thermodynamic and self

diffusion data, therefore its accuracy mainly depends on availability of these data. In

this section, the effects of free volume parameters and cross diffusion coefficients on

model predictions were evaluated.

In Figures 6.31 through 6.33, the model results were compared with the

experimentally obtained mass loss data during dry casting. In these figures curve A

represents the result which was obtained using different free volume parameters while

curve B represents the prediction when the cross coefficients are assumed to be

negligible.

In the study of Verros and Malamataris (1999), CA free volume parameters,

K13 / rand ;23V3', were regressed as 0.0005 and 0.638 respectively using the binary

drying curves of CA and acetone. Using the regressed value of ;23' ;'3 was calculated

as 0.225. These values are different than those calculated and reported in this work in

Table 6.1 Predictions were then performed by inserting Verros and Malamataris's free

volume parameters into the model. As illustrated in Figures 6.31 through 6.33 using free

volume parameters reported in this work gives much better predictions when compared

with the experimental data corresponding to case Rl, R2, R3 respectively. This is due to

the fact that in Verros and Malamataris's study, temperature dependent free volume

parameters, KI3 / r , was regressed using data collected at just one temperature. Included

in Figures 6.31-6.33 are predictions from equations 4.25 through 4.28 but using the

principal diffusion coefficients (i.e., the cross diffusion coefficients were set equal to

zero). On the basis of results evident in these figures, one can conclude that cross

diffusion coefficients are not negligible and strongly influence the predictions of

membrane formation modeling.
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Figure 6.33. Experimental corresponding to case R3, and simulation results for total

solution mass as a function of time. The line corresponds to full model,

whereas the dashed solid line represents the solution when the cross

diffusion coefficients are assumed to be negligible.
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Figure 6.34. Concentration paths of water, acetone and CA for case A (0:

solution/substrate interface, 0: solution/air interface).
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Figure 6.35. Concentration paths of water, acetone· and CA for case B (0:

solution/substrate interface, 0: solution/air interface).
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To investigate the effect of free volume parameters and cross diffusion

coefficients on the prediction of structure formation, composition paths calculated for

case A and B were plotted on the phase diagrams as shown in Figure 6.34 and 6.35,

respectively. Compositions in these figures are predictions corresponding to the

experimental condition, case R2. The phase diagram corresponding to this case was

plotted previously in Figure 6.28 in which prediction of compositions was based on free

volume parameters reported in Table 6.1 and diffusion formalism including both main

and cross diffusion coefficients. Comparing Figure 6.28 with Figure 6.34 shows that the

precipitation times decreased about 10 % when different free volume parameters were

used. When the diffusion coefficients were set to zero, both the precipitation times and

composition paths at the substrate and surface regions changed drastically. A

comparison between concentration paths in Figure 6.28 and 6.35 indicates that the

morphology obtained in Figure 6.28 has much greater asymmetry than that obtained in

Figure 6.35. In fact the predictions in Figure 6.35 suggests that final membrane

structure will be symmetric and porous. This prediction is completely different than that

shown in Figure 6.28. Consequently the results shown in this section indicate that cross

diffusion coefficients should not be neglected, otherwise, predictions of final membrane

structure can be very misleading.

6.3 Morphological studies

Structural studies on cellulose acetate membranes, prepared from two different

compositions, were conducted using scanning electron microscopy. Although several

membranes were prepared with dry casting and immersion precipitation techniques at

different processing conditions, specific structures could not be obtained at the first

trials due to deficiencies in sample preparation techniques for SEM analysis.

Figures 6.36 and 6.37 show the SEM pictures taken at two different

magnifications. Membranes were cast at 20 DC from CA solution containing 17 %

water, 76 % acetone and 7 % CA and prepared by dry casting technique. In these

pictures, gray parts represent the polymer matrix, while the black parts are porous

regions. Higher magnification shown in Figure 6.37 indicates that membrane has a

sponge like structure and pores in the structure are interconnected. This is a desired

structure for applications, which require high permeabilities. The SEM pictures could
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not be used to determine the thickness of dense skin layer over a porous sub layer since

air and substrate sides of prepared membranes were not marked before the analysis.

Figure 6.38 shows the cross section of the membrane cast from a solution

containing 10 % water, 80 % acetone and 10 % CA. Comparing Figure 6.36 and 6.38

indicates that decreasing water concentration in the casting solution also decreases the

porosity of the membrane. The model also predicted that % of porous layer decreased

from 77.0 % to 75.8 % as volume fraction of water was decreased from 0.15 to 0.10.

This result was also verified by density measurements in which density of membrane

decreased from 0.7 to 0.4 gr/cm3 while initial water volume fraction was increased from

0.ltoO.18.
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Figure 6.36. SEM picture of cross section of a membrane. Initial composition: % 17

Water, %76 Acetone, % 7 Cellulose Acetate. Magnificationx750.

Figure 6.37. SEM picture of cross section of a membrane. Initial composition: %17

Water, %76 Acetone, % 7 Cellulose Acetate. Magnificationx3500.

Figure 6.38. SEM picture of cross section of a membrane. Initial composition: % 10

Water, %80 Acetone, % 10 Cellulose Acetate. Magnificationx1000.
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CHAPTER 7

MEASUREMENT OF WATER VAPOR PERMEABILITY OF

CELLULOSE ACETATE MEMBRANES

The permeability and selectivity values of water vapor and other gases through

cellulose acetate membranes have industrial importance, especially for the gas

separation applications. The gases are transported through membranes by several

mechanisms such as solution diffusion, Knudsen flow and convective flow depending

on the pore dimension and distribution. In addition to the morphology, the rate of mass

transfer of species in membranes is altered by the molecular interaction of the

permeating gas and the membrane. For polymeric membranes, additional factors such

as molecular weight, crystallinity and orientation of the polymer also influence the

permeability and selectivity characteristics. Therefore, due to the differences III

membrane preparation routes different values were reported in the literature.

The permeability of several atmospheric and industrial gases and water vapor

through CA membranes are summarized in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1. Permeability coefficient data of various gases and water vapor given in the

literature

PERMEABILITY (em] (STP) x em) / ( em2 x s x atm )

H2 N2 O2 H20 CO2

2.66xlo,8(1) 2.13xlO,9(1) 5.93xlO,9(1) 4.1 8x 10,5 (I) 1.75xlO,1(1) 1.42xlO,9(4)

7.59xlO'8(4) l.l 9x 10,9 (4) 6.79x 10,9 (4) 3.04xlO,5(2) 3.04xlO,8(3)

4.09xlO,8(4)

I (Pauly 1999)

2 (Feng et al. 1997)

3 (Sada et al. 1988)

4 (Hao and Wang 1998)

In this chapter the permeability of water vapor through cellulose acetate

membranes prepared from different initial casting compositions was calculated using



steady state measurements. The differences in the values were discussed considering the

model results.

7.1. Permeation methods

The permeability of diffusants through films and membranes can be measured,

mainly, by steady state diffusion and time lag technique (Crank and Park 1968). The

first method requires to measure diffusion rates under steady state conditions and it is

preferred if the time to reach steady state conditions is short. Using time lag technique;

it is possible to determine both diffusivity and permeability with one set of experimental

data. However, this method is limited to systems having low enough permeability

values such that it takes some time for the diffusant to pass through the sheet. In this

study; steady state diffusion measurements were used. Therefore, in the following

section, this method is discussed in detail.

Under unsteady state conditions diffusion through a plane sheet or membrane of

thickness L is described by Fick's second law:

ac =~(Dac)ax ax ax (7.1)

(7.2)

(7.4)

After a time, steady state is reached in which the concentration remains constant

at all positions of the sheet. If diffusion coefficient, D, remains constant, then equation

7.1 reduces to.

d2C-=0
dx2

If concentrations of diffusant at surface x=O and x=L are maintained constant at C1, C2

respectively and if equation 7.2 is integrated twice between x=O and x=L, then

following concentration profile is obtained.

C-C1 = x (7.3)
C2 -C1 L

Using equation 7.3 the rate of mass transfer of diffusing substance is calculated as

follows:

F=_DdC =D(C1-CJ
dx L

If the thickness, L, and the surface concentrations C I and C2 are known, then D

can be calculated from a single measurement of the flow rate, F. In some systems, in
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which a gas or vapor diffuses through a membrane, the surface concentrations may not

be known but only gas or vapor pressures on the two sides of the sheet are known. If a

linear relationship between the external vapor pressure and the corresponding

concentration within the surface ofthe sheet is assumed, i.e, if Henry's law is used,

then equation 7.4 becomes

C =p S

F = DS(PI - pz)
L

(7.5)

(7.6)

In this equation, the product of diffusivity and solubility is defined as permeability

coefficient P.

P=DS (7.7)

Therefore, if the quantity of permeant, F, PI and P2 are measured at steady state

conditions, then the permeability coefficient can be calculated.

7.2. Experimental

Cellulose acetate with a molecular weight of 50000 and an acetyl content of

39.7 % was purchased from Aldrich. 99 % pure acetone obtained from Merck was

used as the solvent and distilled and deionized water used as nonsolvent.

Binary and ternary solutions were prepared with compositions given in Table

7.2.

Table 7.2. The volume fractions of the components in the casting solution.

Water

Acetone

Cellulose Acetate

F1

0.00

0.90

0.10

F2

0.10

0.80

0.10

F3

0.18

0.76

0.06

Due to the fast evaporation of solvent the solution was prepared in a closed

glass container. To prevent the precipitation of the polymer, water was added after a

homogeneous acetone cellulose acetate solution was obtained. The solutions were cast

on a glass support with a 300 ~m opening cast plate at 20 DC and 60 % relative

humidity. The thickness and the density of the membranes were measured by
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micrometer and picnometer respectively. The volume fraction of the porous layer was

calculated using densities of membrane, polymer and pores respectively.

The water vapor permeability of the membranes was measured with the

experimental setup given in Figure 7.1. The experiments were performed at 20°C. The

lower side of the membrane is in thermodynamic equilibrium with water vapor having

100 % relative humidity, while the upper side faces the open atmosphere with 60 %

relative humidity. The mass loss of water in the cell was recorded for 2 hours using an

analytical balance with 10-4 g accuracy. From the slope of the linear plot of mass loss

of water with respect to time, the amount of water permeated per unit area, F, was

calculated. Partial pressures of water vapor on the lower and upper sides were

calculated by assuming both phases are ideal. Finally, permeability of water vapor

through cellulose acetate membranes was calculated from equation 7.6.

T= 20De
R l-l = o/" 1 f)f)

Figure 7.1. Schematic of experimental setup used in measuring water vapor

permeability coefficients.

7.3. Results and discussion

The physical properties and water vapor permeability values of the prepared

membranes are given in Table 7.3.

The results in Table 7.3 indicate that with increasing water concentration in the

initial casting solution, both pore volume fraction and water vapor permeabilities

increased. The former results is an agreement with model predictions discussed in

Chapter 6. When the volume fraction of water was increased from 0.1 to 0.15, the

difference in polymer compositions of the two interfaces was predicted to be smaller,

as shown in Figure 6.7 and 6.14, respectively. The implication of this prediction is that
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increasing water concentration In the casting solution causes a final membrane

structure with thinner skin layer. When the volume fraction of water was increased

from 10 % to 18%, the fraction of skin layer decreased from 0.53 to 0.29 respectively.

Consequently, the measurement of densities, and water vapor permeability of prepared

membranes allowed to verify the model predictions qualitatively.

The membranes prepared from water containing solutions were white in color

and can be named as opaque, while the membrane prepared from acetone and cellulose

acetate (F 1) was colorless and transparent.

Table 7.3. The thickness, density, pore volume fraction and water vapor permeability

values of the obtained membranes.

Fl

F2F3

Thickness (/lm)

242741

Density (gr/cm3)

1.10.70.4

Pore volume fraction

0.160.470.71

Water vapor permeability (cm3
2.26 10-4

4.94 10-49.90 10-4
(cm3 (STP).cm)/(cm2.s.atm)

There is no doubt that, differences III densities, pore volume fractions,

permeability coefficients and optical properties of membranes arise due to the volume

fraction of water in the casting solution.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this study. mathematical model \vas used to describe the formatil~] 01"

asymmetric membranes by dry casting method. The model is fully predictive. i.e .. d()e~

not utilize any adjustable parameters. [t is based on fundamental consenation la\\~. Sl)

can be applied to any membrane forming system. The predicti\'e ability of thl~ Il odcl

was e\'aluated by comparing experimentally measured total weight ioss data and n 0(iL'1

predictions. The comparison has sho\\n e:-.:cellent agreement bet\\l:en the prdil i(lil>

and the experimental data for two sets of data and slight de\iation t(Jr the case in \' hiell

the solution \\as dilute in polymer. Once the model \,vas \·eritied. simulations h~I\'~ Ill'l:' I 1

performed to il1\estigate the effects of gas phase conditions. initial lilm thid':l)cs~ ililli

composition on the tinal structure of the membrane. Using SEi\ [ pIC I .Ii'S

morphological studies \\'ere pertormed and in addition. \yater \apor pern]cal,ilit~

coetlicients of the prepared membranes were measured.

The \yater concentration in the initial casting solution was found to be olle ( ,',Ill'

key factors call t 1'0 IIing the ti nal structure 0 I"the mem brane. It was seen that. as tile "eile'l

concentration in the initial cast solution increased. the onset of phase separatiol1 \\ ;1:

delayed and greater asymmetric structure \\as obtained. Also the model predie illl)'

indicated that \vhen the \yater concentration is low enough. dense. nonporoll~ "1)(1

symmetric structures can be formed. These results were veritied \\ith the SEM piculc:

and \vater vapor permeability measurements. Membrane cast from a solution incll dill~

higher water concentration has higher porosity and shown higher permeability 10 ""lei

vapor.

The decrease in the thickness of the initial casting solution resulted in a dee e,ISL

in the precipitation time and less asymmetry in structure. The predictions indicated th<ll

thicker solution should lead to membrane structure with denser top layer. i.e .. th ekcf

skin layer.

The c\'aporation conditions. i.e .. velocity of air. were found to ha\e a signi I CII1I

effect on the structure tormation. The resul ts ha\'e shown that. \\i th increasi ng \c I Ie II~

of air. dense and nonporous membranes should be obtained. Therefore. the predie i(111)

imply that to obtain an asymmetric structure with dense top layer OWl' el p( 1'1iii>

sublayer. membranes should be prepared under free convection conditions.



The model predictions are quite sensitive to diffusion formalism and parameters

used in self diffusion calculations. The results have clearly shown that multi component

diffusion effects have strong impact on the prediction of membrane formation,

therefore, should be included in the model. Otherwise, it was seen that results can be

very misleading.

Finally, all the results suggest that the model can be utilized as a tool to optimize

membrane formation, since slight changes in the membrane fabrication recipes can

greatly influence the final structure. This is a very important advantage since modeling

of this process avoids extensive trial and error experimentation and so reduces the cost

of fabrication.
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FUTURE WORK

Future researches following this study may include both experimental and

modeling studies.

The results presented in this work have shown that the model predictions are

quite sensitive to diffusion formalism and associated thermodynamic to diffusion

formalism and associated thermodynamic and transport properties. In this respect,

multicomponent diffusivities were found to have significant effect on the predictions of

structure formation. Experimental part of the future work should involve measurements

of multi component diffusivities in membrane forming systems. This is a very

challenging area in which no one has succeeded yet to measure diffusivities in

multicomponent polymer solutions. Even if it is not possible, diffusion and

thermodynamics of the binary pairs of the membrane system should be.measured. These

measurements will allow to determine required transport and thermodynamic properties

accurately. The validity of the model was confirmed using only total weight loss data.

In addition to weight loss, temperature of the solution can be measured and onset of

phase separation can be determined by noninvasive real-time measurement techniques.

Experimental measurements can be carried in a more controlled environment in which

temperature and relative humidity can be varied. Membranes prepared under different

conditions from different recipes should be investigated through scanning electron

microscopy and resulting structures should be compared with the model predictions.

This task can be accomplished much more easily once SEM is installed in the

laboratory.

Asymmetric membranes prepared by dry casting method can have many

different applications ranging from gas separations to ultrafiltration. The key parameter

which determines the solubility of a membrane for a specific application is the

permeability. So, to determine possible applications of prepared membranes, their

permeability to atmospheric gases, such as Hz, Oz, Nz, COz and industrial gases such as

CH4, He, CO, Ar as well as to the compounds involved in the application can be

determined. These measurements will allow to investigate the effect of preparation

conditions on the selectivity and permeability of membranes.
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The model presented here describes the kinetic of membrane formation process

until the solution cross the binodal. The model does not provide any information of the

microstructure of the membrane. Currently, no modeling studies exist to describe

microstructure formation in dry casting method. Therefore, following this thesis, future

modeling studies should involve the kinetics in the spinodal line in which two phases

are present. These approaches will significantly contribute to the literature.

--------
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APPENDIX

Program (written in FORTRAN and using DNEQNF subroutine from IMSL) for
calculating the volume fractions of the component in the film, and, temperature
and thickness of film during dry casting for a ternary solution.

C "Modeling of Asymmetric Membrane Formation by
C Dry-Casting Method."
C
C PROGRAM FOR
C CALCULATING THE VOLUME FRACTIONS IN THE FILM
C TEMPERATURE AND THICKNESS OF FILM
C

C 1:nonsolvent 2: solvent 3: polymer
C

C N: Number of grid points
C NEQ: Number of equations
C VMi: molar volume of compo i
C SVi: specific volume of compo i
C CVi: critical volume of compo i
C DENSi: pure density of compo i
C DENSS: density of substrate
C HV APi: heat of vapor. of compo i
C THINS: Thickness of support
C TSA:Temperature of air (support side)
C TFA:Temperature of air (film side)
C PBULi: Bulk pressure compo i
C PIi: interphase pressure of comp i
C HTCS: Heat transfer coeff of substrate side
C HTCF: Heat transfer coeff of film side

C CMTi: Mass transfer coeff of compo i
C HCAPF,HCAPS: heat capacity of film and substrate
C VINIi: Initial volume fraction of compo i (dimensional)
C TOO: Initial temperature of film and substrate
C THINF: Initial thickness of film (dimensional)
C Free volume parameters:
C CDOl(DOl) D02(D02) Kl1/?(FKl1) K12/?(FK12) K13/?(FK13)
C K21-Tgl(FK21) K22-Tg2(FK22) K23-Tg3(FK23) JUMP13(FJU13),VFH
C CV31: crit. vol. of CA/crit. vol. of water
C CV32: crit. vol. of CA/crit. vol. of acetone

C Flory Huggins Interaction parameters: FH12,FH13,FH23
C H(i): distance between grid points as a function ofGRICl,GRIC2 and H(O)
C PO(i): the distance of grid points W.r.t. origin (film-substarate)
C DEL T: derivative time
C DDELT: dimensionless oftime increments

C ENDTIME: stopage time of calculation
C VFi: Volume fraction of compo i
C VOLi: Volume fraction of compo i
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C WFi: Weight fraction of compo i
C DMi: Mass density of compo i
C TOTDM: Total mass density of film
C Di: self diffusion coeff
C Dii: Mutual diffusion coeff

C DCPii: derivative of chemical potential.
C THJ I: thickness of film at current time (dimensionless)
C THJ: thickness of film at previous time (dimensionless)
C Tn: temperature of film at current time (dimensionless)
C TJ: temperature of film at previous time (dimensionless)
C xn: concentrations and temperature at current time.
C XJ: concentrations and temperature at previous time.
C TEMPER, TEM: temperature of film
C T: dimensionless temperature
C A,B,E,G: constants defining the dimensionless temperature.
C SUMiJ: summation of volume fractions at the grid points of i in film
C AVENSO,A VESOL,A VEPOL: average volume fractions of nonsolvent,solvent and
polymer
C VSi: volume fraction ofi at the substrate side

C VAi,VIi: volume fraction ofi at the air side
C XGUESS :volume fractions and temperature guess vector
C AS,BS,CS,DS,ES antoine constant for solvent
C AN,BN,CN,DN,EN antoine constant for nonsolvent
C ERRREL: error criteria

USE MSIMSLMD

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)
LOGICAL TPRINT

PARAMETER (NMAX =800, NEQMAX =800)
EXTERNALFCN

C DATA TYPE AND DIMENSION DECLERATION

DIMENSION xn (NEQMAX),XJ(NEQMAX),XGUESS(NEQMAX)
DIMENSION H(O:NMAX),PO(NMAX)
DIMENSION VOL I(NEQMAX), VOL2(NEQMAX), VOL3(NEQMAX)
COMMON ISPMOVO/SVI,SV2,SV3,VMI,VM2,VM3
COMMON IFREVOIIFKII,FKI2,FK13,FK2I,FK22,FK23
COMMON IFREV02/DOI ,D02,CVI ,CV2,CV31 ,CV32
COMMON IINICONNINII,VINI2,VINI3,THINF,THINS
COMMON ITHERCOIFHI2,FHI3,FH23,FH21
COMMON IGRIDSIIH,PO
COMMON IANTOINI AS,BS,CS,DS, TCS,PCS,AN,BN,CN,DN, TCN,PCN
COMMON IPARAIIHTCF,HTCS,CMTI,CMT2
COMMON IP ARA2IHCAPF,HCAPS,TSA,DENSS
COMMON IP ARA3IPBUL I,PBUL2,D II O,HVAP I ,HVAP2
COMMON IPRETIM/XJ,THJ,TJ
COMMON /RESULT/THn, SUMlJI,SUM2n,SUM3n, DENSF, VnCIO,

VnC20

COMMON ITEMPER/TFA,TINI
COMMON /DELT/DDELT
COMMON ISUM/SUMlJ,SUM2J
COMMON ITIME/TIME
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COMMON fDIFND11TA,D12TA,D21TA,D22TA
COMMON fDIFSfD11 TS,D12TS,D21 TS,D22TS
COMMON /PRESS/PIl,PI2

C DATA INPUT FROM FILE "INPCA"

OPEN (UNIT= 1, FILE='INPCA. TXT')
1 FORMAT (////,8(T50,D10.5,/),T50,D10.5)

WRITE (*,*) 'B'
READ (1,1) THINS, TSA, TFA,PBUL 1,PBUL2,HTCS,HTCF ,CMT1 ,CMT2
WRITE (*,*) 'C'

2 FORMAT (///, 12(T50,D 1O.5,/),1///,6(T50,D 1O.5,/))
READ (1,2) AN,BN,CN,DN, TCN,PCN,AS,BS,CS,DS, TCS,PCS, VM 1,
+SV1,CV1,DENS 1,HVAPI

3 FORMAT (/,5(T50,D1 O.5,/))
READ (1,3) VM2,SV2,CV2,DENS2,HV AP2

4 FORMAT (/,5(T50,D 1O.5,/),1,3(T50,D 10.5,/))
READ (1,4) VM3,SV3,CV31,CV32,DENS3,HCAPF,HCAPS,DENSS

5 FORMAT (//,5(T50,D10.5,/),1//,4(T50,D10.5,/),T50,D10.5)

READ (1,5) VINI1,VINI2,VINI3,TINI,THINF,D01,D02,FK11,FK12,FK13
6 FORMAT (3(T50,DlO.3,/),1//,3(T50,D10.5,1))

READ (1,6) FK21,FK22,FK23,FH12,FH13,FH23
7 FORMAT (//,3(T45,D 15.7,/),1///,3(T45,D15.7,/))

READ (1,7) GRIC1,GRIC2,H(O),DELT,ENDT,ERRREL
CLOSE (1)

C End of input file
C Output files

OPEN (UNIT=2, FILE='OUTU1. TXT')
OPEN (UNIT=3, FILE='OUTU2.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT=12, FILE='SUBST.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT=13, FILE='SURFA.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT=27, FILE='SURFA2.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT=16, FILE='ERROR.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT=25, FILE='DIFFUS.TXT')
OPEN (UNIT=26, FILE='PRESS.TXT')

C END OF INPUT DATA CONTROL
C FORMAT OF OUTPUT FILES OUTU1.TXT AND OUTU2.TXT

8 FORMAT (30X, 'VOLUME FRACTIONS', /,'POSITION', lOX,
+ 'NONSOL VENT', 8X, 'SOL VENT',5X, 'POLYMER')

WRITE (2,8)
9 FORMAT ('AVERAGE VOLUME FRACTIONS, THICKNESS AND

TEMPERATURE', /,
+ 'TIME see', 5X, 'NONSOLVENT', 3X, 'SOLVENT', 3X, 'POLYMER', 3X,
+ 'THICKNESS em' , 'TEMPERATURE (C)')

WRITE (3,9)
22 FORMAT ('VOLUME FRACT. ON SUBSTRATE'/,5X,'V1',15X,'V2',15X,'V3')

WRITE (12,22)
23 FORMAT ('VOLUME FRACT. ON SURFACE'/,5X,'V1',15X,'V2',15X,'V3')

WRITE (13,23)
C NUMBER OF GRID LINES AND NUMBER OF EQUA nONS

N=100

NEQ=2*N-1
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C Maximum number of iterations
ITMAX=500

C Calculation of 001
FH21 =FHI2*VM2NM1

C Calculation of grid intervals
POST=O.O

DO 50 I=1,N-2
POST=POST+H(I-1)
PO(I)=POST
H(I)=H(I-1)*(1 +GRlC1 *((1-PO(I))**GRlC2)*H(I-l))

50 CONT~
C
C Calculation of D 110

C VF1: Volume fraction of compo 1
C WFl: Weight fraction ofcomp. 1
C DM1: Mass density of compo 1
C TOTDM: Total mass density

VFl=VINII
VF2=VINI2
VF3=VINI3
DMI =VINIl/SVI
DM2=VINI2/SV2
DM3=VINI3/SV3
TOTDM=DMI +DM2+DM3
WFI =DM1/TOTDM
WF2=DM2/TOTDM
WF3=DM3/TOTDM

C Calculation of a free volume parameter
VFH=(FK11 *(FK21 +TINI)*WFl)+(FKI2*(FK22+TINI)*WF2)+(FK13*
+(FK23 +TINI) *WF3)

C Calculation of self diffusion coefficient of water and acetone at t=O

D1=DOI *DEXP(-(WFI *CV1+WF2*CV2*CV31/CV32+WF3
+*CV31 )NFH)
D2=D02*DEXP(-(WFI *CV1 *CV32/CV31+WF2*CV2+
+WF3*CV32)NFH)

C Calculation of derivative of chemical potentials
DCP 11=SV 1*(1NF 1-1+VM 1NM3+ VF2 *(VM 1NM2 *FH23- FH 12)
+(VF2+2*VF3)*FH13)
DCP21 =SV 1*(-VM2NM 1+VM2NM3+(VF 1+VF3 )*(FH21

FH23)+ VM2NM 1*
+(VFI-VF3)*FH13)

C Calculation ofDl1 (main diff. coeff.) at t=O
DII0=DMI *(1.0-DM1 *SVl)*Dl *DCP11-DMI *DM2*SV2*D2*DCP21

C Initial volume fractions, temperature and thickness
DO 60 I=I,N-l
XJ(I)= 1.0
XJ (I+ N -1 )= 1.0

60 CONT~

C temperature
XJ(2*N-l)=0.0
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C dimensionless temperature
TJ=O.O

C dimensionless thickness
THJ=1.0

C initial integral of dimensionless volume fractions
SUM1J=1.0
SUM2J=1.0

C*********** TIME LOOP FROM DELT TO ENDT*********************
C dimensionless del time

INGTIM=ENDT /DELT

write (*,*) 'ingtim=',ingtim
TIME=O.O

DO 1000 J=l,INGTIM
TIME=TIME+DELT

C Calculation of dimensionless oftime increment
ddelt=delt*d 110/thinf**2

WRITE (*,*) 'TIME=' ,TIME, 'SEC'
DO 100 I=1,N-1
XGUESS(I)=XJ(I)
XGUESS(I+ N-1)= XJ(I+N -1)

100 CONTINUE
C

XGUESS(2*N-1)=XJ(2*N-1 )
C IMSL DNEQNF SUBROUTINE TO FIND THE ROOTS OF 2*N-l EQUATIONS
C CALL ERSET (0,1,0)

CALL DNEQNF (FCN, ERRREL, NEQ, ITMAX, XGUESS, XII, FNORM)
DO 80 M=1,N-1
XJ(M)= XJ1 (M)
XJ(M +N-1)= XJ 1(M+N-1)

80 CONTINUE

XJ(2*N-1)=XII(2*N-1)
TJ=XII(2*N-1)
THJ=THII
SUM 1J=SUM 1II
SUM2J=SUM2II

CRESULTS
C Dimensional results

AVENSO=SUM1J*VOOl
AVESOL=SUM2J*VINI2
AVEPOL=1.0-AVENSO-AVESOL
THICKN=THJ*THINF

TEMPER =TJ*(TF A-TOO)+ TOO
WRITE(3,10) TIME,AVENSO,AVESOL,AVEPOL,THICKN,TEMPER

10 FORMAT(6(F10.5,3X))
TPRINT=(TIME.EQ.5.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.1 0.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.15.0).OR.
+(TIME.EQ .20.0).OR. (TIME.EQ .30.0).OR.(TIME.EQAO. 0).OR.
+(TIME.EQ .50.0). OR. (TIME.EQ .60.0).OR.(TIME.EQ. 70.0).OR.
+(TIME.EQ.80.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.90.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.1 00.0). OR.
+(TIME.EQ.105.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.110.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.115.0).OR.
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+(TIME.EQ. 120.0).OR.(TIME.EQ. 125.0).OR.(TIME.EQ. 130.0).OR.
+(TIME.EQ. 135.0).OR.(TIME.EQ. 140.0).OR.(TIME.EQ. 145.0).OR.
+(TIME.EQ.150.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.155.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.160.0).OR.
+(TIME.EQ.165.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.170.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.175.0).OR.
+(TIME.EQ. 180.0).OR.(TIME.EQ. 190.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.200.0). OR.
+(TIME.EQ .250. 0).OR.(TIME.EQ .300.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.3 50.0).OR.
+(TIME.EQ .400. 0).OR.(TIME.EQ .450. 0).OR.(TIME.EQ. 500. 0). OR.
+(TIME.EQ.5 50.0).OR.(TIME.EQ.600. 0).OR.(TIME.EQ. 800.0). OR.
+(TIME.EQ.1000.0)
IF (TPRINT) THEN
write (2,*) 'TIME=', TIME

DO 2500 I=1,N-1
VOL 1(I)=XJ(I)*VINI1
VOL2(I)=XJ(I+N-1 )*VINI2
VOL3(I)=1.0- VOL1 (1)-VOL2(I)
WRlTE (2,21) PO(I),VOL1(I),VOL2(I),VOL3(I)

21 FORMAT (4(E15.4))
2500 CONTINUE

ELSE
END IF

27 FORMAT(3(E15.6))
VS1=XJ(1)*VINI1
VS2=XJ(N)*VINI2
VS3=1-VS1-VS2

VA1=XJ(N-1)*VINI1
VA2=XJ(2*N-2)*VINI2
VA3=1-VA1-VA2

VNA1 =XJ(N-2)*VINI1
VNA2=XJ(2*N-3)*VINI2
VNA3=1-VNA1-VNA2

WRlTE (12,27) VS1,VS2,VS3
WRlTE (13,27) VA1,V A2,VA3
WRlTE (27,27) VNA1,VNA2,VNA3
WRlTE (*,*) FNORM
WRlTE (16, *) TIME, FNORM

55 FORMAT (4(E15.6))
WRlTE (25, *) 'TIME=',TIME
WRlTE (25,55) DllTA, D12TA, D21TA, D22TA
WRlTE (25,55) Dll TS, D12TS, D21TS, D22TS
WRlTE (26,*) TIME, PH, PI2

1000 CONTINUE
C END OF TIME LOOP

CLOSE (2)
CLOSE (3)
CLOSE (12)
CLOSE (13)
CLOSE (16)
CLOSE (55)
CLOSE (26)
CLOSE (27)
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END
C .
C

C IMSL REQUIRED SUBROUTINE FCN .
SUBROUTINE FCN (XJl, F, NEQ)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
PARAMETER (NMAX=800, NEQMAX=800)
DIMENSION Xll(NEQ), XJ(NEQMAX), F(NEQ)
DIMENSION H(O:NMAX),PO(NMAX)
DIMENSION D 11PI(NMAX),D 12PI(NMA.X),D21 PI(NMAX),D22PI(NMAX)
DIMENSION DIIMI(NMAX),DI2MI(NMAX),D21MI(NMAX),

D22MI(NMAX)
COMMON IGRIDSI/H,PO
COMMON ITHERCOIFHI2,FHI3,FH23,FH21
COMMON ISPMOVO/SVI,SV2,SV3,VMI,VM2,VM3
COMMON IINICONNINIl,VINI2,VINI3,THINF,THINS
COMMON 1ANTOINI AS,BS,CS,DS, TCS,PCS,AN,BN,CN,DN, TCN,PCN
COMMON /PARAI/HTCF,HTCS,CMTI,CMT2
COMMON /PARA2/HCAPF ,HCAPS, TSA,DENSS
COMMON /PARA3/PBULl,PBUL2,DlI0,HV APl,HV AP2
COMMON /PRETIM/XJ,THJ,TJ
COMMON IRESUL T/THll ,SUMlJl ,SUM211 ,SUM311 ,DENSF,Vll CI 0,

VllC20
COMMON ITEMPER/TFA,TINI
COMMON IDELTIDDELT

COMMON ISUM/SUMlJ,SUM2J
COMMON ITIME/TIME
COMMON /PRESS/PII ,PI2

C number of gridlines
N=(NEQ+ 1)/2

C Calculation of surface concentrations at the substrate side

Vll Cl O=(Xll (1)*«H(O)+H(1 ))**2)-Xll(2)*H(0)**2)1
+«H(O)+H( 1))**2-H(0)**2)
Vll C20=(Xll (N)*«H(O)+H(1 ))**2)-Xll (N+ 1)*H(0)**2)1
+«H(O)+H(1 ))**2-H(0)**2)

C

C Integration of volume fractions( dimensionless)
SUMlJI =H(O)*(Vll CI 0+Xll (1))/2
SUM2Jl =H(O)*(VJl C20+ XJI(N))/2
DO 500 L=2,N-I
SUMlll =SUMlJI +H(L-l )*(Xll (L)+ Xll (L-I ))/2

SUM211 =SUM211 +H(L-I)* (Xll (L+N-I)+ Xll (L+N-2) )/2

500 CONTINUE

SUM311 =(1-(SUMlJl *VINII )-(SUM211 *VINI2))NINI3
C
C Thickness of film

THll =VINI31(1-( (VINI 1*SUM lJ 1)+(VINI2 *SUM211)))
C

C Density of the film
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DENSF=(SUMln *VOOl/SVl)+(SUM2n *VOO2/SV2)+(SUM3n *VOO3/SV
3)
C Calculation of saturated vapor pressures

TEM=(Xn (2*N-l )*(TF A-TINI))+ TOO
TN= 1-TEMlTCN

PSATI =1.0E6*PCN*DEXP((l/(l- TN))*(AN*TN+BN*TN** 1.5+
+CN*TN**3+DN*TN**6))
TS= 1-TEMlTCS

PSAT2=1.0E6*PCS*DEXP((l/(l- TS))*(AS*TS+BS*TS** 1.5+
+CS*TS**3+DS*TS**6))

C Calculation of interphase pressure
VII =xn (N-1)*VOOl
VI2=Xn(2*N-2)*VOO2
VI3=I-VII-VI2

PI 1=PSATI *DEXP(DLOG(VI 1)+ I-VI 1-VMINM2 *VI2- VM INM3 *VI3+
+(FH 12*VI2+ FH 13*VI3 )*(VI2+ VI3)- FH23 *VM IN1vI2 *VI2 *VI3)
PI2=PSAT2*DEXP(DLOG(VI2)+ 1-VI2-VM2NMI *VIl- VM2NM3*VI3+
+(FHI2*VM2NMI *VII +FH23*VI3)*(VII +VI3)-FH13*VM2/VMl *VII *VI3)

C Calculation of temperature constants
A=THINF*(HTCF+HTCS)/(D 11O*DENSF*HCAPF)
B=-THINF*(CMTI *HVAPI *(PII-PBULl)+CMT2*HV AP2*(PI2-PBUL2))/
+(DENSF*HCAPF*D 11O*(TFA-TINI))
E=THINF*HTCS*(TSA- TFA)/(D 11O*DENSF*HCAPF*(TF A-TOO))
G=(DENSS *HCAPS *THINS)/(DENSF*HCAPF*THINF)
CALL DIFFUS(N,VnClO,VnC20,Xn,DIIPI,DI2PI,D21PI,D22PI
+,D 11MI,D 12MI,D21 MI,D22MI)

C
C time derivative of thickness

DR TH=(THJl- THJ)/DDEL T
C

DO 300 I=I,N-2
IF (LEQ.l) THEN

VnCIB=VnCI0
vn C2B=Vn C20

ELSE

VnCIB=Xn(I-l)
vn C2B=Xn (I+N-2)

END IF

VnCIN=Xn(I)
VnC2N=Xn(I+N-l)
VnCIF=Xn(I+ 1)
vn C2F=Xn (I+N)

C Previous time results

VJCIN=XJ(I)
VJC2N=XJ(I+N-l)

C Time and position derivatives
C time derivative of concentrations of compo 1 and 2

DR T 1=(V Jl C1N-VJC 1N)/DDEL T
DRT2=(Vn C2N- VJC21\T)/DDELT

C first derivative of dimensionless cone. of compo 1 and 2 W.r.t. position
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DRXII =((Vn CIF)-(((H(I)/H(I-I ))**2)*Vn CIB)
+((1-(H(I)/H(I-I))**2)*Vn CIN))/(H(I)*(I +H(I)/H(I-I)))
DRXI2=((Vn C2F)-(((H(I)/H(I-I ))**2)*Vn C2B)
+((I-(H(I)/H(I-I ))**2)*Vn C2N))/(H(I)*(1 +H(I)/H(I-I )))

C Equations (continuity)
F(I)=DRTI-(PO(I)/THn *DRTH*DRXII)-(2/((THll **2)*DIIO*(H(I)+H(I-I)
+)))*(D 11PI(I)*(Vn C 1F-vn C1N)/H(I)- D 11MI(I)*(Vn C 1N-Vll C 1B)

+/H(I-I )+(VINI2*SVININIl/SV2)*(D I2PI(I)*(Vn C2F- vn C2N)
+/H(I)-D I2MI(I)*(Vn C2N- vn C2B)/H(I-I )))
F(I+N-I)=DRT2-(PO(I)/THll *DRTH*DRXI2)-(2/((THn **2)*DIIO*

C

+(H(I)+H(I-I ))))*(D22PI(I)*(VJ1 C2F- vn C2N)/H(I)-D22MI(I)*
+(Vn C2N- VnC2B)/H(I-I)+
+(VINII *SV2NINI2/SVI )*(D2IPI(I)*(VJ1 CIF- vn CIN)/H(I)-D2IMI(I)
+*(Vll CIN- Vll CIB)/H(I-I)))

C
300 CONTINUE

C Equations from boundary condition
F(N-l)=(((THll *SUM1JI)-(THJ*SUMlJ))/DDELT)+(CMT1 *(PIl-PBULI)
+*THINF)/(VINII/SVI *DIIO)

C

F(2 *N-2)=( ((THJ 1*SUM211 )-(THJ* SUM2J))/D DEL T)+(CMT2 *(PI2- PBUL2)
+*THINF)/(VINI2/SV2*DIIO)

C Heat transfer equation
TJ1=Xn(2*N-l)
F(2*N-l)=(Tll-TJ)/DDELT-(A *(1-TJ1)+E+B)/(G+THn)

C

open (unit=l 0, file='fnorm.txt')
write (10, *) 'time',time
DO K=I,2*N-I
WRITE(1 0,*) K, F(K)

END DO

close (10)

RETURN
END

C .
C DIFFUSION SUBROUTINE .

SUBROUTINE DIFFUS(N,VnCIO,VnC20,Xn,DIIPI,DI2PI,D21PI,D22PI
+,D 11MI,D 12MI,D21 MI,D22MI)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)

PARAMETER (NMAX=800, NEQMAX=800)
DIMENSION xn (NEQMAX), VI (O:NEQMAX), V2(0:NEQMAX)
DIMENSION D IIPI(NMAX),D 12PI(NMAX),D21 PI(NMAX),D22PI(NMAX)
DIMENSION

D I1MI(NMAX),D 12MI(NMAX),D2IMI(NMAX),D22MI(NMAX)
COMMON IFREVOIIFKII,FKI2,FK13,FK21,FK22,FK23

COMMON IFREV02/D01 ,D02,CVI ,CV2,CV31 ,CV32
COMMON /SPMOVO/SVl,SV2,SV3,VMI,VM2,VM3
COMMON /THERCOIFHI2,FH13,FH23,FH2I
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COMMON IINICONNOOI, VOO2, VOO3, THINF, THINS
COMMON /TEMPERJTF A,TOO
COMMON /DIF AID 11TA,D 12TA,D21 TA,D22TA
COMMON /DIFS/Dll TS,DI2TS,D21 TS,D22TS

C Dimensional temperature
T=(XJ1 (2*N-1)*(TF A-TOO))+ TOO

C Volume and mass freaction and mass density conversion
DO 750 K=O,N-l
IF (K.EQ.O) THEN

VI (K)=VJ1 Cl O*VOOl
V2(K)=VJ1 C20*VOO2
ELSE

VI (K)=XJ1 (K)*VOO 1
V2(K)=XJ1(K +N-1)*VOO2
END IF

750 CONTINUE
C DiJ i+ 1/2 AND DiJ i-1/2 calculation

DO 780 M=1,2
DO 760 K=1,N-2

IF (M.EQ.1) THEN
VF 1=(V 1(K)+ V 1(K+ 1))/2
VF2=(V2(K)+ V2(K + 1))/2

ELSE

VF1 =(Vl (K)+V1 (K-1))/2
VF2=(V2(K)+V2(K-l ))/2

END IF
VF3=I-VF1-VF2
DM1 =VF1/SVI
DM2=VF2/SV2
DM3=VF3/SV3
TOTDM=DMI +DM2+DM3
WFI =DMl/TOTDM
WF2=DM2/TOTDM
WF3=DM3/TOTDM

C Calculation of self diffusion coefficients

VFH=(FK11 *(FK21 +T)*WFl)+(FKI2*(FK22+T)*WF2)+
+(FK13*(FK23+T)*WF3)
D1=D01 *DEXP(-(WF1 *CVl+WF2*CV2*CV31/CV32+
+WF3*CV31)NFH)
D2=D02*DEXP(-(WFI *CVl *CV32/CV31+WF2*CV2+
+WF3*CV32)NFH)

C Calculation of derivative of chemical potentials W.r.t.
DCP11=SVI *(1NF1-1+VM1NM3+VF2*(VM1NM2*FH23-FH12)
+(VF2+ 2*VF3)*FH 13)
DCP 12=SV2 *(-(VM 1NM2)+ VM 1NM3+(VF2+ VF3 )*(FHI2

FH13)+VMINM2*
+(VF2- VF3)*FH23)
DCP21 =SV 1*(-VM2NM 1+VM2NM3+(VF 1+VF3)*(FH21

FH23)+VM2NM1 *
+(VFl- VF3)*FH13)
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DCP22=SV2*(1NF2-1 +VM2NM3+VM2NMI *VFl *(FH13-FH12)
+(VFl +2*VF3)*FH23)

C Calculation of diffusion constants

IF (M.EQ.l) THEN
DIIPI(K)=DMI *(1-DMI *SVl)*Dl *DCPII-DMI *DM2*SV2*D2*DCP21
D12PI(K)=DMl *(l-DMI *SVl)*Dl *DCP12-DMl *DM2*SV2*D2*DCP22
D21PI(K)=DM2*(1-DM2*SV2)*D2*DCP21-DMI *DM2*SVI *Dl *DCPll
D22PI(K)=DM2*(1-DM2*SV2)*D2*DCP22-DMI *DM2*SVI *Dl *DCP12

C
ELSE

DIIMI(K)=DMI *(1-DMI *SVl)*DI *DCPII-DMI *DM2*SV2*D2*DCP21
D12MI(K)=DMl *(l-DMI *SVl)*Dl *DCP12-DMl *DM2*SV2*D2*DCP22
D21MI(K)=DM2*(1-DM2*SV2)*D2*DCP21-DMI *DM2*SVI *Dl *DCPll
D22MI(K)=DM2*(1-DM2*SV2)*D2*DCP22-DMI *DM2*SVI *Dl *DCP12

END IF
760 CONTINUE
780 CONTINUE
C

Dll TA=(DIIPI(N-2)+DIIMI(N-2))/2
D 12TA=(D 12PI(N- 2)+D 12MI(N- 2))/2
D2l TA=(D21PI(N-2)+D2IMI(N-2))/2
D22TA=(D22PI(N-2)+D22MI(N-2))/2

c

Dl1 TS=(DIIPI(1)+DIIMI(1))/2
D 12TS=(D12PI(1 )+D 12MI(1))/2
D2l TS=(D2IPI(1)+D2IMI(1))/2
D22TS=(D22PI( 1)+D22MI( 1))/2

RETURN
END
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Program (written in FORTRAN and using DNEQNF subroutine from IMSL) for
plotting the binodal curve for the cellulose acetate-acetone-water ternary solution

c
c BINODAL CURVE
c nonsolvent: 1
c solvent: 2

c polymer: 3
c k: interaction parameter
c

USE MS1MSLMD

Parameter (n=5)
double precision v(n),kI2,k23,k13,ml,m2,m3, fuorm, ernel
double precision xguess(n), x(n), vll,vI2,v13,v21,v22,v23,c
external fcn

common /const/vI3,k12,k23,kI3,ml,m2,m3,c
Data k12,k23,kI3,ml,m2,m3/1.3,0.5, 1.4,18.0,73.92,30532.0/
ERRREL=1.0E-8
ITMAX=3000

open (unit=2, file='Binodal.txt')
open (unit=3, file='fuorm.txt')

20 format (eI2.6, e12.6, e12.6, eI2.6, eI5.9, eI2.6)
write (*,*) 'Enter initial estimates of vII, v12, v21, v22, v23'
read (*,*) vII, v12, v21, v22, v23

10 write (*,*) 'enter v13'
read (*,*) v13
v(1)=vl1
v(2)=vI2
v(3)=v21
v(4)=v22
v(5)=v23
DO 1=1,5

XGUESS(I)=V(I)
END DO

CALL DNEQNF (FCN, ERRREL, N, 1TMAX, XGUESS, X, FNORM)
vll=X(1)
vI2=X(2)
v21=X(3)
v22=x(4)
v23=x(5)
write (2,20) vl1,vI2,v13,v21,v22,v23
goto 10
end

Subroutine fcn (x, f, n)
double precision fl, f2,f3,f4,f5,k12,k23,k13,ml,m2,m3,c
double precision x(n), fen), vl1,vI2,v13,v21,v22,v23
common /const/vI3,kI2,k23,kI3,ml,m2,m3,c
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vll=x(I)
vI2=x(2)
v21=x(3)
v22=x(4)
v23=x(5)
f(1)=(DLOG(v 11)+ I-vll-m lIm2*vI2-m 11m3*v 13+(kI2 *v 12+k 13*vI3)*
.(vI2+vI3)-k23 *mllm2*v 12*vI3)-(DLOG(v21)+ I-v21-m l/m2*v22-
m 11m3*v23+

.(k 12*v22+k 13*v23)*(v22+v23 )-k23 *m l/m2 *v22 *v23)
f(2)=(DLOG(vI2)+ I-vI2-m2/ml *vll
m2/m3*vI3+(kI2*m2/ml *vll +k23*vI3)
.*(vll +v13)-kI3*m2/ml *vll *vI3)-(DLOG(v22)+ I-v22-m2/ml *v21-m2/m3*
.v23+(k 12*m2/m 1*v21+k23 *v23)*(v21+v23 )-k 13*m2/m 1*v21 *v23)
f(3)=(dlog(vI3)+ I-v13-m3/ml *vll-m3/m2*vI2+(k13*m3/ml *vll +k23*
.m3/m2*vI2)*(vll +vI2)-kI2*m3/ml *vl1 *vI2)-(dLOG(v23)+ I-v23-m3/ml *
.v21-m3/m2*v22+(kI3*m3/ml *v21+k23*m3/m2*v22)*(v21 +v22)
.-kI2*m3/ml *v21 *v22)
f(4)=1.0-(vll +vI2+vI3)
f(5)=1.0-(v21 +v22+v23)

Return
End

Program (written in FORTRAN and using DNEQNF subroutine from IMSL) for
plotting the spinodal curve for the cellulose acetate-acetone-water ternary solution

USE MSIMSLMD
EXTERNAL FCN

Double precision vl,v2,v3,kI2,k23,k13,MVl,MV2,MV3
Double precision x,xguess,fnorm,emel,v
Dimension x( 1),xguess(1), v( 1)
Common /constl kI2,k23,kI3,MVl,MV2,MV3,v3
Data kI2,k23,k13,MVl,MV2,MV3/0.9,0.5,1.11,18.0, 127.8,30532.0/
ERRREL= 1E-l 0
ITMAX=300
N=1

c

open (unit=l, file='spin1.txt')
2 format (20x,16HVolume Fractions,l/,12x,2Hvl,25x,2Hv2,22x,2Hv3)

write (1,2)
V(I)=OA

C Initial guess
10 write (*,*) 'enter v3'

read (*, *) v3
xguess( 1)=v( 1)
CALL DNEQNF (FCN,ERRREL,N,ITMAX,XGUESS,X,FNORM)
v(I)=x(1)
v2=I-v(I)-v3
write (1,*) v(1),v2,V3
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GOTOIO

close (unit=l)
end

C IMSL required subroutine FCN
Subroutine fcn (x,f,n)
Double precision v1,v2,v3,k12,k23,k13,MV1,MV2,MV3
Double precision f,x,G22,G23,G33
Dimension f(n),x(n)
common /const!k12,k23,k13,MV1,MV2,MV3,v3
vI =x(1)
v2=1-v1-v3

G22=lN 1+MVl/(MV2*V2)-2*K12
G23=lN1-(K12+K13)+MV1/MV2*K23
G33=lN1 +MV1/(MV3*V3)-2*K13
f(1)=G22 *G33-G23 **2
return
end

Program (written in FORTRI\N and using DNEQNF subroutine from IMSL) for
plotting the critical point for the cellulose acetate-acetone-water ternary solution

c
c PLAIT POINT
c S: solvent: 2

c P: polymer :3
c N: non-solvent: 1
c m: molar ratio

c K: interaction parameter
c v: volume fraction

USE MSIMSLMD

PARAMETER (N=2)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-M,O-Z)
INTEGER ITMAX
EXTERNALFCN

DIMENSION XGUESS(N), X(N)
COMMON ICONSTIK12,K23,K13,M1,M2,M3
ITMAX=300
ERRREL= 1E-1 0

c Data
k12=1.3
k23=O.5
k13=l.4
mv1=18.0
mv2=73.9242
mv3=30532.0
m1=mvl/mvl
m2=mv2/mv1
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m3=mv3/mvl

c Inital guesses
write (*,*) 'enter initial guesses vl,v2'
read (*,*) vl,v2

X(1)=Vl
X(2)=V2
XGUESS(1)=X(1)
XGUESS(2)= X(2)
CALL DNEQNF (FCN, ERRREL, N, ITMAX, XGUESS, X, FNORM)
Vl=X(1)
V2=X(2)
V3=1-VI-V2

WRITE (*,*) Vl,V2,V3
WRITE (*,*) FNORM

end

SUBROUTINE FCN (X,F,N)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-M,O-Z)
DIMENSION F(N), X(N)
COMMON /CONST/K12,K23,K13,Ml,M2,M3
Vl=X(1)
V2=X(2)
v3=1.O-vl-v2

G22=lNl +Ml/(M2*V2)-2*K12
G23=lNl-(K12+K13)+Ml/M2*K23
G33=lNl +Ml/(m3*v3)-2*K13
G222=(1Nl **2-Ml/M2N2**2)
G223=(1Nl **2)
G233=G223

G333=(lNl **2-Ml/M3N3**2)
f(1)=(g23 **2)-g22*g33
f(2)=G222*G33 **2-3 *G223 *G23 *G33+ 3*G233 *G23 **2-G22*G23 *G333

write (*,*) f(1), f(2),v3
RETURN
END
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